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To all people, each Human and other, of our Mother Earth

The claim of rule of the world Earth by Ditta and Leif of
Godland. The decision of the World Indigenous Human
Love Order Court of Godland that stops World
Economic Forums ReSet, reforming it instead now into
Love Order ReSet with wooden coin monetary WIR
system of Godland. The World Love Order of Godland
Cabinet of Ministers. Urgent civil, military and spiritual
mobilization decree into Love Order troops of Godland.
Arrest Order for B. & M.Gates, A. Fauci, Tedros to reach
their owners with LoveOrder ReSet.
I and We could just ask – would You like humanity to survive, without being exterminated by AI
Sky Net operations? Then we have to change the hidden unreliable leadership of humanity to
visible and reliable, now. And we have to establish totally different monetary system and insurance
of each humans rights and duties to create Love Order, dismantling the Death Cult. We have to
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know the crimes committed by the perpetrators during and before this fake pLandemic, enforcing
sterilization of humans and building IVF reproduction factories of one sex human genome
creatures, to never allow crimes - to be repeated, or escalated even worse.
If we don’t establish by humans themselves managed currency, without the tyranny of
Quantum system, Humanity has no chance to survive, most likely - at all.

Prince Philip, 99 y, reportedly said: “In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like
to return as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation.” The
gaffe has made a comeback due to the recent coronavirus outbreak that is factual proof
that wish got granted with token of Philips passing.

The decision of the World Indigenous Human Love Order
Court of Godland that stops World Economic Forums ReSet
reforming it into Love Order ReSet with the wooden WIR
(World Indigenous Runes) coin monetary system of Godland
jursidiction, with oxa WIR checks legal within current
Roman jurisdiction.
This following document is a claim of rule of the world, the Earth, and I Ditta of Godland, akka
Ditta Rietuma, am the claimant. This is a decision of the World Indigenous Human Love Order
Court of Godland that stops World Economic Forums ReSet, forming it into Love Order Set with
electricity independent wooden coin and tally stick monetary system of Godland.
I Ditta of Godland - lawfully, lovingly and gently - rule the world together with Leif of
Godland. We are since 11th of June (1)2017 claimed Diarchs of Godland.
We hereby through Military Appointment Announce our world government of Ministry of
Indigenous Human World Love Order Government of Godland.
We hereby announce world wide arrest order of Bill Gates, Antony Fauci and privatised
WHO Tedros, and their accomplicies.

We hereby again announce our nationalisation and our inalienable birth rights from the
creator (whom we even call God of Love, Peace and WellFare). We promise to be loving,
wise and to each human loyal diarchs, using indigenous rules and runes, and all lawful
laws, to establish Love Order of Godland for each and every living being on Earth, as long
as our impact reaches.
info@loveorder.info
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I , Ditta of Godland, affirm as the Highest Judge of the natural and common law
jurisdiction of Godland exercising World Indigenous Human Love Order Court of Godland
that to the best of my ability I will render Justice using Natural Law, Common Law,
International Criminal Code, Laws and Rules on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, versions
of Civil and Social law agreed on by Indigenous People in their National States of ruling,
according to Statutes of the IWOCG local courts in all countries.
All land of Earth is by Diarchs of Godland claimed to be in possession of its indigenous
peoples, with land and property title deeds receivable for authorization by Godlands rulers,
if created lawfully in Godlands jurisdiction. You use Godlands Coupone Booklet to have
Your 4 agreements, the rules, the privileges of You as one of 7 milliard Godlanders, as
Indigenous, as Human, and Citisen of Your Nation State, while doing the work of
reconstructing the Death Cult corporations into Love Order organisations. You use oxa
paper checks, wooden WIR, World Indigenous Runes, carved wooden coins filled with ink
or burned in rune signs, accounted at local Indigenous assembly of Godland, that You
create and work in, and have agreements with the indigenous emperors - Diarchs Ditta and Leif of
Godland. You get Your local Roman councils to convert those checks and coins into by them
forcefully without agreements imposed tyrants currencies of Roman Death Cult, that are holding
You prisoner and You have Rights by Geneva Convention for war prisoners. Translate Godlanders
booklet fr Latvian to any language and thrive creating agreements. Download booklet Līgumu
Kuponu burtnīca LB 12020 X on page of indigenous Latvian assembly´s Finance Commission´s page
http://www.labie.lv/darbs-lb-komisijas/finansu-komisija/ Know that Your Indigenous rights are prior to
all other rights, and restore Your indigenous tribes laws being inspired by Latvian Indigenous
Assembly´s Laws year 16, by translating them into Your Tribes language and using them for Your
Indigenous privileges on the Lands of Your Predecessors http://www.labie.lv/wpcontent/uploads/2016/02/Deklar%C4%81cija-CNWS-IV-oxo.pdf
I and We, and all human men and women of all ethnical groups, are creators children. We are
divine creation and proof of creators Love, for Peace and WellFare Shared on our beloved mother
Earth. Sharing economy is the forgotten divine art, crucial for Civilisation.
I and We, the rulers of Indigenous lands of this Earth, Diarchs of Godland seen and used on
www.LoveOrder.INFO , have claimed our power to establish Love Order on Earth, through
structures of lawful agreements and claims within worldwide World Indigenous Human Love
Order of Godland, that I and We have claimed 11th of June (1)2017, with 10.000 added for indigenous
calendar. In that claim I and We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declared that we fullheartedly
support the current national states to free themselves from foreign irresponsible tyrany of hidden
structures that are not approved by their nations to be fully loyal to their Indigenous Peoples and
each Nations each citizen as stockholders of their states.
Godland is a worldwide empire of World Indigenous Human Love Order that includes all existing
citizen states, with the goal to melt the murderous New World Order corporation into Love Order
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organisation. Godland proclaims Indigenous Decenralisation of all corporations, delivering
restitution or introduction of citizen state systems that are loyal to local indigenous people.
We there and then 11.06.17 declared, and even now we declare, the Restitution (return of confiscated
property) of all unlawfull covert NWO property back to indigenous people, using the World
Indigenous Love Order of Godland tally stick oxa (bill of exchange that is no debt) tools concept of
gift and sharing economy, that replaces money concept as debt and war economy, and We give
Basic Indigenous Income gifts for all humans, and other, lovingly.
We form and improve further the in natural law acceptable parts of NESARA, The National
Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, the NESARA Bill and H.R. 484 Draine the Swamp Act, as
Godlands Love Order GESARA Act for whole Humanity, manufactured with tools of wooden
WIR(World indigenous Runes) coin monetary system in Godlands jurisdiction, and oxa WIR checks
valid even in Roman jurisdiction. (NESARA GESARA 2020 - Free Book : National Economic Security and
Reformation Act, National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, National Economic Security and
Recovery Act, gesara, nesara, francis barnard, digital currency, cryptocurrency, china, america, bitcoin,
economy, economic reset, drain the swamp, donald trump, fiat currency, gold standard, gold, bullion,
silver, federal reserve : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Archive and 484 Act on
E:\BILLS\H484.IH (congress.gov)
See the founding documents of The Rights of Godlanders as well as statutes of worldwide bank and
worldwide court of Godland on www.LoveOrder.INFO .
Establishing the formation of world wide human structures from Death Cult into Love Order,
Diarchs of Godland claim military enforcement of following Pandjandrum Minister Cabinet for the
Worlds Order Formation into Love Order

World Indigenous Human Love Order Bank of Godland is worlds centralbank of wooden
WIR coins, tally sticks and checks, as well as IMF means
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland is centralbank that establishes natural human base for
money system of world - oxa bond, that is downloaded from www.LoveOrder.INFO, A4 cut into 4,
each filled by local indigenous human, for themselves and trusted by them, accounted at local
Indigenous Societies, scanned both sides and sent to Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland to
info@loveorder.info , oxa is given to local authority council economy and social chiefs for exchange
to enforced currency.
The appointed government is funding its expenses by filling oxa checks and registering them in
Wolrd Indigenous Love Order Bank of Godland via info@loveorder.info, and demanding check
converted locally, nationally, until we find the banks that will convert our checks of Godland.
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Military Appointment of Ministry of Indigenous Human World Love Order Government of
Godland.
The appointment will need other oath keepers as well, as process is about to start.

Population Matrix Minister of WIHLOG

Kevin Mugur Galalae (Romania)

Military Industrial Complex Minister of WIHLOG

Anthony Steel

Military Defence of Humanity

Leif Erlingsson, Carl Norberg (Sweden)

Police Constitutional Sheriffs

Mike Holt (Australia)

Health Minister of WIHLOG

Mikael Nordfors, Stella Imanuell

Big Pharma Minister of WIHLOG

Joe Imbriano (US)

Herbal Medicine Minister

Michael Zazzio (Sweden)

Digitalisation Minister of WIHLOG

Andris Ciekurs (Latvia)

Education Minister of WIHLOG

Galina Careva

Science Minister of WIHLOG

Olga Chetverikova

Housing Minister of WIHLOG

Michael Benician (UK)

Faith and Church Minister of WIHLOG

Agnija Saprovska, Anna von Ritz

Justice Minister of WIHLOG

Kevin Annet, Grzegorz Braun

Finance Minister of WIHLOG

Ditta Rietuma, Catherine Austin Fitz

Monetary Minister

Ditta Reituma, Richard A. Werner

Registry and Patent Minister

Ditta Rietuma, Elisabeth Nolson UK

Government Minister of WIHLOG

Stefan Ratzeburg, Robert Steel

Technology Minister of WIHLOG

Sasha Stone

Indigenous Leadership Minister of WIHLOG

Kanahus Manuel

Communications Minister of WIHLOG

Elke de Klerk

Love Minister of WIHLOG

Deepak Chopra
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Kanahus Manuel is a land defender and indigenous activist from the Secwepemc nation in British
Columbia. As well as a mother of four, a member of the Secwépemc Women Warrior Society, and a
traditional birthkeeper. Kanahus was born into a family of diligent freedom fighters.
Agnija Saprovska is the priest of Indigenous Latvian www.MarasLoks.lv, and was born into a family
of diligent freedom fighters, like her mother Irena Saprovska.
Andris Ciekurs has Youtube and FB channels Gaismas Timeklis – light net.
Mikael Nordfors, Swedish doctor fr World Freedom Alliance | Welcome to the database of the World
Freedom alliance (medicdebate.org)
Michael Zazzio is a Swedish/American nurse scientist herbal medicine producer, judge.
Stefan Ratzeburg is a noble king of Germany who will see to it how each nation gets reliable rulers.
Mike Holt (Australia) https://advance-australia.com.au/about-us/
Elisabeth Norton is minister emoven of Universal Law Community Trust
https://www.universallawcommunitytrust.com/
Dr. Stella Immanuel's website here: www.drstellamd.com
Richard A. Werner https://professorwerner.org/publications/
https://professorwerner.org/blog/
Ditta Rietuma and Leif Erlingsson are the emperors/konns of Erath wide Godland. See more about
them on LoveOrder.INFO and MSS.lege.net.
Others are fairly well known and we will improve info.
We have done this to rapidly remedy stealth of humanities wealth by unverified and unvalidated
covert cinical tyrants. These unnamed, unproclaimed and self-installed illegitimate tyrants have
now arrested all humanity through the staged digital coup of Corona ReSet, imposed by those who
have through AI technologies now stolen the centralized matrix of management of all resources of
humanity of all Peoples. We have discovered that humanities all resource matrix is being used
against humanity to sterilize all humanity, and replace it with sexless artificial womb grown
human2 experimental creatures and AI robotics, produced on industrial clade, already 2030. You
are all working within the hostile system and You have to change it, by establishing agreements
within indigenous Godland.
I and We, and all living systems on Earth are held captive within a system controlled by hidden
owners of Freemasonry/Illuminaty/ Templars, who are now manipulating the People themselves to
massacer all living systems, through covert depopulation matrix socio-polito-finance- media psyop
weaponry of lies, torture and human trafficking based on covert harvesting of all living systems,
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through a covert Death Cult of Masonic Lodges puppeteering all governments. It is designed in a
way where the poisoners and radiation emitting devices establishing perpetrators –dont know that
they are committing murder of humanity, imposing seemingly useful products and services, that
have sterilising and other forms of covert depopulation creating effects, where all aspects of human
civilization have become weaponized.
All these Humanity murdering processes have to be reached by Indigenous Decentralisation of
LoveOrder of Godland work coupone of Godlands coupone booklet powered users on all
corporations that have to be Indigenous Decentralised and registered into books of Godland, the
sooner the better, do it now!
Beloved accountants, registering all corporations out of Roman Death Cult into LoveOrder of
Godland, You are the mightiest army of Love Oder! Generally, just add G(G for Godland)-GO(O for
organization)-G-GUSA(for USA)-and leave the old corporation number in the end, as we overtake all
registries of the Death Cult .
The procedure of verifying and validating people who replace corporate mass murder biorobotised
humans, as death Cults all CEOs, who need time now to change their behavior and learn LoveOrder
rules and runes, as they have to be partially working still to make smooth takeovers of the
decentralized corporations, for no human loss processes of Love Order.
The core issue is about the era of the very advanced bio technologies that human civilisation has
approached. World Economic Forum CEO Klaus Schwab in his book The Fourth Industrial
Revolution https://luminariaz.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-201621.pdf
“As this process takes place and new, deadly technologies become easier to acquire and use, it is
clear that the fourth industrial revolution offers individuals increasingly diverse ways to harm
others on a grand scale. Realizing this leads to a greater sense of vulnerability”.
All of these deadly technologies get patented and incorporated and are addressed only after their
harms been ongoing for decades.
He has unveiled the aims and development projects for transformation of humanity into AI
managed digital harvest networks. Word AI appears 425 times in his 172 page book.
He leaves untold that AI is set to transform humans into DNA modified updatable cyborgs.
Philantropists like Gates fund WHO and get pharma corporations to bring unknowing humans into
that uninformed experiment that will be concucted through covid vaccines, produced by
MODERNA corporation. This will bring DNA updatable nano robots into Your blood flow. 5G is
being pushed onto all countries to sterilise and surveile everybody, while slow coocking them. Bill
Gates so called vaccines have been sterilising humanity already for decades, but now they are
moving on to leave reproduction mainly to IVF clinics that will be expanded into cyborg factories.
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This old dayds science fiction is fast becoming reality now. As they are the employees of any project
Bill wants to expand.
Most of politicians and administrative leaders, scientists and opposition leaders have already been
chipped with Elon Musk presented Neurolink chip open space interface remote control teknology
and we have to adress this! If they are not, they are obediently corrupt and didnt need operations.
By following USA we can see that NWO owners want to defund the Police and install droned and
digital surveilance concetration camp like area controls everywhere and let AI manage the hostage
plantations.
Half of jobbs are to be eliminated that has almost already been achieved. But the freed laborors are
not revarded, they are being planned for covert utilisation. Thats right, no executions, just covert
mass murder under pretenses of all sorts of deseases that occur while they are being poisoned and
irradiated.
To control the controlers the issues of world order acountability have to be adressed urgently.
Godland Court orders are downloadable on LoveOrder.wordpress.com/blog/
Such unhuman structure of human civilisation koordination is abolished and reorganised.

The Biggest Central Bank Power Grab in History
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOxvjhd2HJw
The privately owned world wide Central Banking system is consolidating power even more that
previously, no matter what. Now, they are literally giving away millions of dollars to get you hooked
into their new scheme of blockchain digital Yuan, that is being made into reserve currency , instead
of Dollar, that has ruled since 1946 Bretton Woods agreement. Over the last months, China’s
central bank has been giving away millions of dollars’ worth of digital cash... why you might ask?
well, it's all part of their master plan to get rid of physical cash and replace it with their new, digitalonly national currency. of course, most people would never go for this so, they have to resort to
literally giving away millions for people to adopt it and use it As Per ABC News Australia China’s
central bank will issue 10 million yuan ($2 million) of digital currency to 50,000 randomly selected
consumers in what some see as the country’s first public test of the digital yuan payment system
Starting Friday [October 9], any individuals in China’s southern city of Shenzhen can apply to join
the program through the country’s big four banks.
Coronavirus Act 2020 UK fr https://covileaks.co.uk/
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/ee2b1b8c-cfee-4d2e-aa2b4d5b03c510fd/Coronavirus%20Act%202020.pdf , as well as Consultation document: changes to
Human Medicine Regulations to support the rollout of COVID-19 vaccines
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https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/ee2b1b8c-cfee-4d2e-aa2b4d5b03c510fd/DHSC%20DOCUMENT.pdf and more documents on
MINDSPACE. Published in UK 2010, changing our behavior through PSYOP
https://img1.wsimg.com/blobby/go/ee2b1b8c-cfee-4d2e-aa2b-4d5b03c510fd/MINDSPACE.pdf (5
authors: Paul Dolan is a Professor of Economics in the Department of Social Policy at the LSE,
UK. His research focuses on developing measures of subjective well-being for use by policy-makers
and applying lessons from behavioural economics to understand and change individual behaviour.
Paul has advised various UK government departments and he is currently chief academic adviser on
economic appraisal for the Government Economic Service. Michael Hallsworth is a Senior
Researcher at the Institute for Government. He has conducted cross-government research into
organisational behaviour, machinery of government changes, and information technology. His
current research focuses on behaviour change and public policy-making. Previously, he was at
RAND Europe (a not-for-profit public policy research institute), specialising in futures thinking and
performance management. David Halpern is Director of Research at the Institute for Government.
He was Chief Strategist at the Prime Minister‟s Strategy Unit between 2001 and 2007. He is the
author of Social Capital and The Hidden Wealth of Nations (both Polity Press), and a co-author of
the report Changing Behaviour and Personal Responsibility. Prior to this, he was a University
Lecturer in the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences at Cambridge University. Dominic King is a
Specialty Registrar in General Surgery and a Clinical Research Fellow in the Department of Surgery
and Cancer at Imperial College London. He is currently researching the role of behavioural
economics in developing effective health policy, including the impact of personalised health
budgets, the role of incentives in changing health behaviours and the design of robust research
protocols in behaviour change research. Ivo Vlaev is a Senior Lecturer in Psychology in the Faculty
of Medicine at Imperial College London. His research focuses on studying human judgment and
decisionmaking by exploring models and methods from experimental psychology, behavioural
economics, and neuroscience. His specific research topics are behaviour change, risk attitudes,
consumer behaviour, cooperation, and well-being. This report represents a truly collaborative effort
between the five of us and, in the economists‟ tradition, we are listed alphabetically.)

please notice that we have put up Indigenous World Order of Godland on www.LoveOrder.INFO,
through natural indigenous courts and oxa tally stick money, and we claim back everything the maffia
has stolen while killing humanity, we are by order of Diarchs of Godland reorganising this criminal
syndicate into a thriving loving humanity loyal structure of Godland, spread the word and see more on
channels Baltic Sea Indigenous and Indigenous courts IWOCG, as well as RadioactiveBSR. We love
everybody, even the perpetrators, everybody will be saved now

Utilizing humans through automated ISO20022 systems
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Humans as species are being utilized/killed. The IBM worldwide slave camp 3rd World War
was going on since the 2nd ended, with oil-dollar syndicate winning both 2nd and 3rd war.
This 4th IBM World War is very different as it is covert, within civil society and with no
militaries involved directly. Human possibility to resist mass murder of humanity is
officially prohibited as mainstream media and governments are overtaken and are
spreading mostly lies, enforcing laws and employing armies of civil medical, social and
administration employees who are well payed to follow mass murderous protocols to chip,
sterilize and poison local populations.
All aspects of human civil society have become weaponized now. Every government, every
church, every industry and every society are overtaken by cannibal Satanist projects and
corporations of Vatican-UN-IMF(U.S. Treaury)-Mossad-ChinaTown syndicate. People like
Queen Elisabeth of areas of Commonwealth or Russias president Putin, are not alive for
years any more, and have been replaced by fraud full doubles. Everything is a lie, spread to
fool the victim population before its killed.
Q is dead https://truthernews.wordpress.com/2017/01/10/10-reasons-why-queen-elizabethii-is-dead-jan-10-2017-geneva-based-cia-evidently-delaying-public-disclosure-of-queensdeath-which-likely-transpired-on-or-around-december-20-2016/
Quinetic corporation https://www.brighteon.com/2eae79f6-c708-48e2-9525-333e7c8707ed
SUN truth channel with military expert Anthony Steel
https://www.brighteon.com/channels/dreamboy
Biden och Ukraina

pedo sv https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvzn0m8WapQ

Robert Steel reveals Epstein Maxwell Mossad pedo elite pirates of humanities wealth
https://phibetaiota.net/2019/07/special-zionism-in-america-murderous-pedophiliaentrapment-the-nine-veils-of-veil-update-36-to-the-mossad-epstein-story/
Joachim Hagopians book Pedophilia and Empire: Satan, Sodomy and the Deep State
https://pedoempire.org/ with chapter on Scandinavian pedo-satanist deep state
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-38-the-pedophilia-crisis-in-todays-scandinavia-rape-andbestiality-capital-of-europe/#more-347

All of these death cult corporations have been operating on petro-dollar money, since the
times before Bretton Woods agreement, since unlawful FED corporation conspired to steel
all wealth of the world and beslave each and every soul through world wars. COVID war is
the last war that eliminates humans and replaces them with post-human life forms.
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We, Diarchs of Godland, mobilise all humans of mother Earth to verify and validate their
leaders, to get rid of Satans employees and to establish lawful and loving rule of LoveOrder,
to remedy Earths wounds and rehabilitate humanity.
To remedy peace and to ReSet human reality into a new era of LoveOrder, We, Diarchs of
Godland, manifest the illegality and unlawfulness of FEDs petro dollar and any other
currency based currently or previously on gold and silver, or any electrical technical digital
monopoly, including Bitcoin, Yuan and all others. Gold and Silver are crucial for robot era,
humans don’t need them at all. Due to hunt on gold and silver all wars have been waged.
War as such is criminalized in Godland
The only base for means of exchange of goods for human society is the stock of humans.
The human is the most valuable treasure of human society, and from this day, shall be
treated as such. We establish a 24 month period for the transition period from Vatican
currencies of corporatized and lost at sea souls, sold for gold, into the alive human quotas
of Godlands oxa checks and balancies based on the value of the most valuable stock of the
world – each alive human.
Gold is a troyan horse. Gold has been needed to create robotics, humans rarely need it, at
all. We need societies on the lands of mother Earth where we can live in balance with
nature, with traditional species of happy animals, birds and insects, the fauna and flora.
We do need agreements with management that establishes indigenous, human, citizen
and prisoner rights of each and every human. No ruler that does not work to establish these
4 rights is legitimate. Rights are further transfered to animals, birds and insects, the fauna
and flora. Due to obvious lack of such capacities, all official rulers are abdicated by us, the
Diarchs of Godland. We ask the previous rulers to remain in place in a capacity of
representatives of Diarchs of Godland and to start implementing Godlands ReSet - From
Vaticans Death Cult into Godlands Love Order. To be victorius in this endevour We order
You to add into The Rulers Courts as many indigenous rulers and ecology specialists as
possible.
Unfortunately all of humans, even the very and extremely wealthy ones are all prisoners
and captives within Debt and digital matrix petro dollar currencies, managed for Vatican by
The Rotshchild Clan. COVID lies warfare is induced to transfer the whole matrix on to the
platform of block chain technologies, to control humans as numbers in a computer game,
and execute them through sterilization and induction of bio-weapons from Bill Gates CIA
Mossad bio-weapons lab network.
Mass murder plans conducting projects have to be dismantled very carefully, like mined
atomic bombs, preferably without harming any living soul, but war casualties are expected
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and acceptable, as the whole human species are by Vatican conspirers planned to be
replaced by robots and hybrids. Cannibal Satanists have been covertly not only planning
but have already sterilized most of Western and Asian children, now going after Arab,
African and other populations.
The Victorian aristocrat Thomas Cook, died 1842, said that House of Lords belongs in
Hospital for Incurables https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4HKB0NqsWg
The weapons of mass destruction used are very unexpected, for any common man. The
Human civilization killing weapons are deployed by foreign corporations employing local
and state governments, that themselves do not expect that these new products and services
are weaponized mass murderers of humanity, as they are introduced in stages, and with
psychotron dependencies inducing services. All presumptive caution and protection
measures are eliminated unlawfully.
This leaves Us with conclusions that most of the leaders are already chipped and biorobotised, and have no possibility to express their free human will.
Due to uncontrolled explosion of amounts of scientific techno experimenting corporations
fulfilling only the end goals of these Vatican eliminators of humanity, it is to be
comprehended that unexpected danger can appear from most unexpected circumstances.
As Your beloved Ancestry.com membership private corporation gets bought up by
Blackstone Inc fro 4,7 billion dollars, and will most certainly be used for weaponized
distribution of weaponized COVID vaccines.
As You beloved Facebook and Youtube do not allow free speech and spread lies that bring
humans into the death traps prepared by the Vatican Jesuit order The Order of Jesus black
popes cardinals that have given extreme oath to destroy each and every body that is not
catholic, pretending to be anything else than who they are, to execute mass murders.
These toxic covert elimination of humanity systems have been and are still worked on from
mainstream academia like Oxford, Yale or any others as civilization mass murdering
systems are completed in compartmentalized manner.
The weapons of 4th World War are mainly - the sterilizers. Sterilisers are hidden behind
vaccines, mobile phones and computer router radiation of WIFI and mobile data, as well as
plasticides, GMO, hormone, chemically polluted foods, medicines, in air, soil and water.
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Therefore the primary task is to verify and validate leadership, their goals and to get them
to proclaim oath of loyalty to local people and prove their mandates and their right and
capacity to represent The People, who are by all constitutions the source of Power.
As long as You don not trust Your leadership You have to proclaim Yourself to lead the
liberation process.
We, Diarchs of Godland – Ditta and Leif of Godland, offer everybody reliable world wide
leadership as We are Loving, Wise and Loyal to each indigenous, human and citizen group.
Are most politicians and other opinion leaders, - mind controlled remote puppets?!
The research and development of human-system interaction has a long documented
history. A history which also inludes human rights violations, silenced by confidentiality of
research.
Despite the EU Commission’s warnings, Sweden has not regulated the use of ICT/microimplants by law, which can now be inserted into the body without surgery.
Sweden has also not regulated by law cyber-physical systems that, together with ICT
implants, can monitor people, improve human abilities but also torture people.
We Swedes should no longer allow this research proceed without control. Sweden must ask
responsible scientists to respond to the extensive unethical research made on humans,
done by the use of decision-making systems and artificial intelligence, in order to retrieve
and evaluate information from the brain. The entire research area is unregulated today in
the penal code and thus unknown to most.
The purpose of the research:
To retrieve information from the brain and evaluate it. This in order to build artificial
intelligence, general intelligence, a neurobiological explanation model of the brain, robots,
and possibly other ICT platforms.
The responsible:
E.g. Martin Ingvar, Karolinska Institutet, with colleagues in research institutes which have
multidisciplinary focus. Evidence is Martin Ingvars and others own public documents.
Crime evidence:
Systematic abuse and violation of human rights hitherto to an unknown number of
persons. Some report that they have been connected to decision-making systems for about
12 years (currently).
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– The research concerning human-system interaction includes mental trauma and physical
injuries to humans.
– ICT implants and cyber-physical systems can control and manipulate the brain.
– ICT implants may be inserted for research purposes, due to the miniaturization of
electronics (so called online implants), at hospital visits without informed consent.
– Controlling Swedish authorities claim without investigation that people subjected to this
research suffer from delusions.
Evidence of human rights abuses can be investigated using empathic neurophysiologists
and measurement techniques.
Impartial expertise must investigate this research activity, and eventual conflict of interest
between authorities and research institutes as regards the subject human-computer
interaction and thereto find out how many people are affected by the classified research
methods.
Because the diagnosis of schizophrenia is based on the person’s own stories, it is important
to regulate the use of these technologies. Researchers have used the technology in such a
way that when the victims seek help and describe their experiences of the technology,
doctors will misdiagnose them as suffering from schizophrenia and delusions – a faulty
conclusion due to the lack of information from the researchers using the technologies,
something that has to be seen as a serious violation of human rights.
These research abuses have affected a large number of people in Sweden (about one person
in each city), people who science more or less has destroyed because of the long-term study
to extract information from the brain.
References (please translate Swedish references in Google Translate):
– 2005 EU; Ethical Aspects of ICT-implants in the Human Body. Click here.
– 2005 KVIT (page 9); Martin Ingvar. Click here.
– 2007 Science Council; Where Gold Glows Blue. Click here.
– 2015 European Parliament. Click here.
– 2012 Karim Jebari – Political Philosophy:
”To the extent that we have control over these devices, our autonomy can increase
significantly. But given that brain stimulation is so potent, this possibility should be
reserved for the individual himself, otherwise we risk getting a society where one or more
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actors gain undue power over other people’s feelings and attitudes. Viewed from an
autonomous perspective, this would be regrettable.”

Prosecutor Jeanne Marie Bizeau has ordered arrest order.
Arrest of Bill Gates, Dr Anthony Fauci , Tedros with charges of
1. crimes against Humanity and Genocide, Premediated Genocide,
2. murder and maiming of millions through vaccines.
People deserve
1) restitution, but first they deserve
2) to be put out of the entire world's misery and
3) danger of existence of humanity as such.
Charges are leading even to with the accused conspiring pharmaceutical companies, their
labs, assets etc.
All involved will be charged for damages for what they did to the entire world's population..
BOOM.... All in it together..

We, Diarchs of Godland, are now taking over the factual properties of this programmed to be
suicidal system, to consciously and lovingly change it from covert Death Cult to lawful Love Order.
We have lawfully claimed the take back of humanities wealth through Indigenous Decentralisation
Process of Godland.
All Freemasons are now freed from their pledges to the Deaths Cult. All people within Freemasonry
are indigenous people somewhere. Freemasons of indigenous origin within the Massonic Lodges
have now to reorganize the Freemason structure from working for hidden murderers of humanity,
to work for the humanity and all life. This is started by masonic lodges issuing Proclamations of
Agreement of Control of Freemasonry by Diarchs of Godland, that are sent to info@loveorder.info .
info@loveorder.info
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The process ensures the replacement of destructive rulers and goals changed into goals establishing
Love Order, securing 1. The Rights of Godlanders for all 7 miljard humans and other all alive
beings, all 2. human rights, 3. citizen rights, and 4. indigenous rights for every and each
human on Earth. All rights come with duties , through which establishment of any rights is
accomplished. Redistribution of wealth comes peacefully but through tedious work of patient and
conscious change from Death Cult to Love Order.
This is not a competition of the fittest ruler tribe in safe habitat, but about the fact that We, Diarchs
of Godland are the stalkers that have created methodology that provides survival of
humanity that will otherwise become extinct already by 2025, due to sterilization through
covert ongoing poisoning of its all basic resources and through World Economic Forum
design imposed covert specicides.

All matters should be dealt with in external Common Law Courts (similar to John Quaid's
system in the united states of America) and never through the currency admiralty courts
aka foreign vessels in dry dock. Now it's hard to do anything against the treasonous traitors
because they're corporations (Dead Location Contracts) working for a corporation (UK)
and thus they don't exist as men and women.
How can you do anything to something which doesn't really exist? You want to use
laws of the land and people against fictitious corporations which have nothing to do with
the land? If those corporations are hindering you then that's fine because you're a
corporation etc until you're nationalised and it's correctly noted in public. Now you know
why these crooks always get away with things because common law and these crooks
are two separate levels which don't see each other.
And to change that
We, Diarchs of Godland, claim that through takeover of the Freemason structure We
establish Love Order welfare network for the Claimed LoveOrder lands where all people in
any kind of distress can move in or attach themselves to through remote networks. As the
massacre conducted by the hidden unannounced worldwide genocide cabal continues, the
amounts of people who will need support from the Claimed LoveOrder lands, will be
overwhelming.
This is urgent civil, military and spiritual mobilization decree. But for most, this is an issue
of internal remedy, within Freemason world wide organizations, through change from
Death Cult into Love Order.
Diarchs of Godland have ended legal immunity for any government administration or
international law subject as well as for vaccine manufacturers who have become
dangerous, fraudulent “vaccine terrorists” in their deployment of fake science, fear and
financial fraud
info@loveorder.info
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RIGHTS and DUTIES of all 7 milliard Godlander men and women, humans, citizens, indigenous
and other people, however You like to be called, are all restored through improved restoration of by
each man and woman themselves created monetary and financial means, such as Birka tally stick,
coin and checks monetary system of ViKing time Europe. These created means have to be
accounted at local indigenous assembly and have to be in agreement with Diarchs of Godland, wich
everybody is by the claim of Ditta of Godland that to save humanity everybody is announced to be
Godlander with all Godlanders rights, within their national states and within their ethnical
assemblies, that they have to restore and work to make functional.

We go there though the narrow path of truth. The Truth

The truth often isn't a "right answer." And yet, it is the truth. Men and women, establishing Godlanders
rights, their duty is to hold to the truth. Find the truth first, and act accordingly

Truth that renders current systems unlawfull, to be reformed in ReSet to Love Order of Godland
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Common welfare - UNIDROIT.org law system, slavery, death camp rules system, employee
stock;
Public courthouse - not private feudal court house;
GESARA, local cooperative - BASEL III system central banking of BIS.org;
Local cooperative coins, checks, tally - MASTERCARD cards/money, social scoring points;
Local sheriffs and militia - Police as foreign force, private drones, robots; corporate force;
Local small and big national medical facilities – commercial experimental big Pharma;
Public investigators for common good and justice - Intelligence agencies terrorism, simulation;
Local and world wide wisdom provider School system – mainstream simulation away from
reality into slavery, electro magnetic injury exposure, vaccine injuries; state citizen capacity
booster,.
Indigenous, Human and Citisen Rights Media – Corporate Media of Depopulation Attack Lies;
Stealth of Registries – name is my property but it has been stolen by commercial tyrants –
identity, account and Civilisations Wealth share and nations power theft;
Facilities, housing; Land and farming; Forest and mining, Sea and fishing shared – for Maffia;
Communications free and safe – privatized and radiation hazard;
Controle capacities of every one for everyone – control for mafia;
Love – not Hate.
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The matrix of COVID lockdown crash of human civilization is an
advanced warfare attack.
In case humanity fails to verify and validate the small group leading this unprecedented military
operation, and exchange it to humanity loyal leaders - humanity will seize to exist within decades,
as the Skynet robot era will exchange human species. Entire humanity is now being destroyed due
to tyrannical total takeover of humanities infrastructures and automatization of industrial and
telecom structures, that have high jacked human species through pshyop of crucial lies, among
other operations, enforcing fake medical emergency to isolate and poison each human of entire
humanity.
Crucial structures here are WHO, IMF, WB, UN, VATICAN, CCP, IBM, NATO and their partners in
war crimes. The Re Set plan has been in the making for decades at least.
The humanity murdering tyrants have no agreements with the victims – c a 7 milliard humans of
humanity and other species. Their power is though absolute due to centralized total technological
takeover and lack of verification and validation of power in all levels.
COVID lockdown tyrants control now everything:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Medical weapons laboratories
All nuclear arsenal
Geoengineering of worlds weather
Banking and insurance structures
All mainstream media and its technologies in homes
All disinformation schools and churches turning humans into easy targets/hostages
All surveillance companies and technologies
Military structures and Police
Big Pharma
Medical facilities
Housing facilities turned into prison homes and spaces
All food companies
All governments of the world Mind Controlled, hostage through VISA/MASTERCARD etc
All land, company, and peoples registries
All patents
All 3G 4G 5G 6G etc system networks sterilizing humanity
All IVF structures preparing the modified genderless species industry
All satellites
All intelligence agencies
All mainstream courts
The worldwide army of lawyers of the BAR
Legislation and jurisdiction of all UNIDROIT.org partner corporations
All underground areas with control rooms
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24. etc
The crimes of perpetrators to be arrested, such as
Summory. Guilty of arrest of humanity under false pretense, through deception of false fictitious
identities registered in private registrars, without lawful agreements, with intent to crash
humanities civilization and impose digital automated currency, poisons and EM radiation upon
humanity, exterminating the opposition and most of humanity.

The covert ca(ni)bal group has already performed following
unpresedented world wide humanity extinction through systemic
crimes:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

By imposing covert meaning of world wide Bulls by the Roman Papacy, the registrars of
slave soals of all humanity were created, such as DNB.com UPIK.de etc,
By imposing Rothschilds etc led financial and monetary monopoly, all humanity and worlds
all species got overtaken by covert cabal, that is now in possession of 99 % of humanities
assets that are used to kill humanity,
Stealth of names of all humans and registration of them as fiction companies in capital
letters with THE CROWN, that has fooled humanity. These fiction names are used to trick
everyone to lose their rights and resources, that are then managed by privatized state
governments and international agencies, with covert goal to kill humanity,
Fooling humans to believe that states are publicly owned but registering and managing all
states as private commercial corporations for profit of the cabal, who now covertly own
humans as collateral, that they are exterminating,
Forcing everyone to work for the cabals corporations, and dividing humans into compliant
and other, leaving the awake in poverty and eliminating unbeslavable nations, and
biorobotising the compliant into unhuman nature and human2.0 AI robotisation
experiments,
Fooling women and men to join armies of military, lawyers, administrators, doctors,
bankers, pharmacologists etc that are all made dependent on cabals financial cards and
ANDROID phones, to make them kill their own species, through disinformation methods
and new unregulated technologies,
With massive stolen media lies on a virus pandemic, arresting the whole humanity and
forcing all of humanity into fake long lasting panic, like chronical paranoid schizophrenia,
suggesting them to become afraid of non dangerous things while humans are covertly
exposed to unexpected dangers to make humans to destroy their own health with their
own purchases, like breathing with incapacitating face masks,taking lethal injections and
nano poisons in fake tests, that exterminate humanity,
While people are held in lockdowns, cabal is through privatized federal commissions like
European Kommission´s BERECK, installing in schools, hospitals, public and sleeping areas
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– everywhere, hyper expensive 5G technologies , that bring military microwaving of
humanity into the level of full spectrum dominance, to bring drone and terminator
surveilence etc to replace police, that is overtaken by migrant contractors. 3G and 4G are
bad enough for sterilization and biorobotisation.
9. These private BEREC corporations for 5G are taking over state and are part of control and
execution of all People of Europe. Similar structures take over other continents.
10. Experimental torture project Covid 19 is a medical hoax for transformation of societies into
automatized digital concentration camp The Earth.

War crimes of specicide of humanity and other species
Evidence is mounting that Covid 19 vaccines are bio-weapons of mass destruction.
Following experts have exposed such evidence.
Dr. Francis Boyle: 'Bioweapon' mRNA Vaccines Violate Nuremburg Ruling Against
Nazi Cruelty
https://79days.news/watch?id=5fcfe95936e1a46b3ed3d33c
Dr. Francis Boyle exposes how forcing the untested lethal mRNA vaccine on the public
violates the Nuremburg Trials ruling against Nazi medical experimentation cruelty.
Dr. Charles Morgan - Psycho-Neurobiology, the Human Mind and Modern Warfare
Strategy - *Unclassified
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDYaj6Tlb1Y

Doctor Dr Igor Shepherd, Ex-Intelligence Section Chief for
Covid Response, Ex-Military physician specialist on
weapons of mass destruction
Dr Shepherd advocates that CV19 vaccines are a biological weapon of mass destruction,
there is no pandemic.He speaks of GGG - Global Genetic Genocide
11.10.20 Keep Colorado Free & Open - Community Action Meeting - Dr Igor Shepherd.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GMbc3GrTG8
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Wyoming Department of Health doctor resigns after calling COVID-19 vaccine a biological
weapon of mass destruction.
Dr. Igor Shepherd is a medical doctor/manager for Wyoming’s State Public Health
Department/Preparedness Unit, and is on the Covid response team.
Dr. Shepherd was born and raised in the Soviet Union, and became a Military Doctor in St.
Petersburg, Russia, and studied under the Strategic Rocket Force. He is an expert today on
bio-weapons, Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and high yield
Explosives,(CBRNE) and Pandemic preparedness.
His view is that these vaccines are very similar technology to the bio-weapon RND
used to develop viral weapons. He fully understands that the plan of depopulation
and mandatory vaccinations will be at our doorstep very soon, and is shocked that
the American people are so passive concerning this enemy takeover. He believes that
this fake pandemic is the means by which a communist global government will be ushered
into existence; one that cannot be voted out.
Evidence of viral weapons of mass
destruction https://www.globalsecurity.org/wmd/intro/bio_viral.htm

Some insights from Australian Concerned Lawyers Network on the extreme
lockdowns, Fase 4 type, and consequences, served TO: Victorian Premier Daniel
Andrews, Victorian Chief Health Officer Brett Sutton, Prime Minister Scott
Morrison, Federal Chief Health Officer Paul Kelly
From https://concernedlawyersnetwork.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/6.11.20-CLN-TOGOVTS-LETTER.pdf
SUMMARY POINTS
1. Covid19 (if it can be isolated) may simply be another coronavirus such as the flu or
common cold. Patents for Covid19 medical testing kits however were manufactured and
sold many years ago to many countries including Australia.
2. The WHO has falsely declared a pandemic in relation to Covid19.
3. Covid19 death statistics in Australia as well as in other nations have been manipulated.
4. Covid19 tests are unreliable to test any specific disease.
5. There are global agendas behind the declaration of Covid19 pandemic, to benefit certain
foreign individuals and companies financially and to gain control of populations including
in Australia. 2
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6. There is no pandemic in Australia according to medical evidence-at most a seasonal flu
type epidemic, nothing justifying declaring states of emergency or disaster. Covid19 has
been found to be a type of flu (coronavirus) with an estimated 99.9% survival rate across all
age groups with the highest risk groups of over 65 estimated at 99.6%.
7. Confined steps can be taken to take care of elderly or immune compromised people more
likely to suffer from Covid19 as has been the case in the past with influenza, without
restricting the freedoms of masses of healthy people.
8. There are serious conflicts of interest between some representatives of government,
appointed health officials and taskforces, and pharmaceutical corporations and global
interests that prioritise their own profits and control, instead of the health interests of
Australians.
9. Australians have been exploited through fear, misinformation and obstruction of
freedoms as a result of the continuation of the false statement that there is a Covid19
pandemic and the insistence that they must obey disproportional laws, rules and directions
that curtail them physically, mentally and financially causing them much harm including in
some cases death.
10. Key decision makers in Australian governments and the public service have enormous
conflicts of interests relating to vaccine companies and other medical manufacturers and
suppliers, influencing their decisions. They are also being influenced by global players and
global policy instead of the Australian people who elected them. Covid19 has been used as a
cover to bring about police states and financially benefit vaccine companies as well as those
who with vested interests in vaccine companies and controlling populations.
11. All ministers and other persons to whom this letter is addressed, are PUT ON NOTICE
of Personal Civil And Criminal Liability potentially arising against them for any current or
future intentional or reckless continuation of misrepresentation of information and misuse
of power of office, causing direct loss and damage to Australians.
12. All other office holders to which this letter is copied to, are also put on notice of the
evidence and potential civil and criminal liability arising out of future claims that may also
possibly affect them arising out of their decision making or carrying out of decisions of
their superiors should such actions violate citizens’ human rights.
13. On behalf of our clients, victims and other interested Victorians and Australians, and
the lawyers network, we request an immediate wind back of lockdowns and other
disproportionate measures made, and a full open up of the economy and society to the way
it was prior those measures being put in place and enforced (pre January 2020).
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14. In addition to potential claims based on future personal liability, we reserve our clients’
rights to take legal action against you with respect to past damage and losses incurred up to
this point in time.
ALARMINGLY, THE CDC NOW CLEARLY STATES THAT COVID19 HAS STILL NOT BEEN
ISOLATED
The CDC document is titled, “CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RTPCR Diagnostic Panel.” It is dated 13 July, 2020 and on page 39, in a section titled,
“Performance Characteristics,” it states: “Since no quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV
are currently available, assays [diagnostic tests] designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV
RNA were tested with characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full length RNA…” In
other words NO ISOLATED VIRUS IS AVAILABLE, NO ONE HAS AN ISOLATED
SPECIMEN OF THE COVID-19 VIRUS, AND NO ONE HAS ISOLATED THE COVID-19
VIRUS. So, what can Covid19 testing and Covid19 vaccines be based on?
IS COVID19 EVEN SCIENTIFICALLY ISOLATED? Chinese papers that claim Covid19 (Sars
Cov 2) is a new virus - did not pass Koch’s postulates. Dr Andrew Kauffman debunks all
papers here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSBQUIEUbQ8 Freedom of Information
Requests around the world seeking documents of the isolation of Covid19 have been met
with official responses to the negative. See FOI Formal Responses EXHIBITS/ TESTING
(The Australian FOI request is p27-28 of the pdf “The [Australian Health] department does
not hold the documents you are seeking access to.”) https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/FOI-and-formal-responses-recovid19-virus-isolation-purificationfrom-20-institutions-Oct-16-2020.pdf
https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/australian-dept-of-health-has-no-record-of-covid-19virusisolation/
DUE PROCESS IN PASSING LAWS HAS BEEN IGNORED ON IMMUNISATION LAWS
On the 13th of October 2015, the Joint Parliamentary Committee on Human Rights
scrutinised the legislation and reported that it had identified significant human rights
incompatibilities in the No Jab No Pay Bill. The Committee requested a response from the
Minister of Social Services, (now Prime Minister) Scott Morrison. Scott Morrison did not
respond. Without addressing the Committee on Human Rights’ concerns, on the 23rd of
November 2015, the No Jab, No Pay Bill passed both Houses. See EXHIBIT RESEARCH
REPORT- HARRISON REPORT This lack of due process is irregular and arguably the no jab
no pay law is invalid.
AUSTRALIA’S SOVEREIGNTY COMPROMISED BY FOREIGN BODIES & CORPORATIONS
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In a research paper Wilyman (2015) says, “The Australian government’s NIP [National
Immunisation Program], like all member countries of the World Health Organisation
(WHO), is recommended by the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation (GAVI).
This is a partnership with the WHO and UNICEF that includes the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund, the International Federation of Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers and Associations (IFPMA), the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF),
the Rockefeller Foundation, the United Nations Development Fund (UNDF) and other
private research institutions. Agenda 21/30 On 25 September 2015 the Hon Julie Bishop MP,
Minister for Foreign Affairs, joined 193 Leaders and Ministers from across the globe at the
United Nations in New York, to welcome and endorse the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development (the 2030 Agenda). Australia actively participated in international discussions
to design the 2030 Agenda and supported the involvement of all development actors,
including civil society organisations, the private sector, philanthropic organisations and
academia. https://www.dfat.gov.au/aid/topics/development-issues/2030agenda/Pages/default
Police force being used against citizens to further global agendas, contrary to human rights
The letter to Michael Fuller Police Commissioner of New South Wales from Senior
Constable Cooney dated 26 October 2020 sets out serious concerns about the police force
being expected to enforce oppressive rules in the name of Covid19. “ We feel a real calling
to do our part to stop this oppression, so we are writing to you to raise the following
issues:• Police Force employees have ‘choice’ as to whether or not to receive vaccines;
• The Police believe that all members of the community also have choice around receiving
vaccines;
• Police do not participate in any way in the forcing of vaccines upon the population;
• That the Police Association start preparing to defend Police employees who choose to not
be vaccinated
• To raise the alarm that there is a global dictatorship occurring and the Police Force is
being used as a tool to push these global and corporate agendas upon the population; and
• To warn the Police Force not to simply acquiesce to these requests, rules and laws and to
act in the best interest of its population, not tyranny of government. “ see EXHBITS
GLOBAL AGENDAS- COVID COP LETTER
AUSTRALIANS DID NOT VOTE FOR THESE GLOBAL ORGANISATIONS &
CORPORATIONS TO RULE OVER THEIR HEALTH & HEALTH POLICY!
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“When governments apply compulsory health measures the IHR’s do not require due
process protections... Global health strategies have resulted in a decline in the authority of
governments over the control of population health even though governments formally have
the right to decide health policies for their own regions and populations. This is a
fundamental principle of the international community and transgressing this principle
results in a loss of authority over human rights for individuals. Australia is legally bound by
the WHO’s International Health Regulations and to follow WHO’s health directives,
including the management of the Covid-19 outbreak. But who is really dictating the
direction of the WHO’s policies? About 80% of the WHO’s finances come from voluntary
contributions.” See pages 107, 118 and 225-226
HARRISON REPORT HUMAN RIGHTS BREACHES AND ABUSES
Provisions of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights have been overridden by
ministerial and bureaucratic overreach and policing in Australia, particularly in Melbourne,
Victoria, namely: Article 9 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.
Article 12 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home
or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right
to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks. Article 13 Everyone has the
right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state. Everyone has
the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country. Article 18
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes
freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with
others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice,
worship and observance. Article 19 Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and
expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
Article 20 Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
HUMAN RIGHTS APPLY DURING TIMES OF PEACE
International human rights law (IHRL) APPLIES IN BOTH TIMES OF WAR AND PEACE,
and to all human beings. The universality of human rights is highlighted in the UN Charter,
which commits member states to promote and encourage respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all, without distinction as to race, colour, sex, language or
religion. The UN Charter is a binding international treaty. No one can take away a person’s
human rights. Australia is bound by this. A person’s human rights can be violated — and
often, they are — but this doesn’t mean that they are taken away from the person
concerned. Human rights are interdependent and equally important. This means that the
realization of one human right is linked to the realization of the others. For example, in
order to be able to express a genuine political opinion 24 through a vote, citizens must have
access to adequate and relevant information. Over time, human rights have come to be
protected by domestic laws, national constitutions, and international law. Because human
rights are established in international law, they are legal and internationally guaranteed. –
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ref: AdreaTejada, Humanitarian and former Ambassador, International Human Rights
Advisory Council.
COMPROMISING RULE OF LAW AND DEMOCRACY
 The Omnibus Act in Victoria that amended the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008
and other acts which further infringe on human rights and are INCOMPATIBLE with the
Victorian Charter of Human Rights and the Australian Constitution.
 Any further proposed laws to mandate vaccination (either directly or indirectly by
withholding a citizen’s right to travel and receive tax paid government benefits etc) also
infringes on human rights and would be also INCOMPATIBLE with the Victorian Charter
of Human Rights and the Australian Constitution. The Australian Constitution s.51(xxiiiA)
FORBIDS Commonwealth provision of medical and dental services to require anybody to
accept those services (medical conscription).
 A signed compatibility statement stating that such legislation/ amendments are
compatible with the Constitution, in order to get the legislation passed, DOES NOT mean
that they are in fact compatible or lawful. You can put lipstick on a pig but it is still a pig.
Such legislation is open for judicial review for validity. You are testing the Australian people
if they are forced each time to bring such matters the courts to address legislation passed
which is not in fact lawful or valid.
HOW FAR BACK WAS IT PLANNED?
 Documents show the disease was named earlier than the Chinese discovery date in
December 2019: for example this article from American Society for Microbiology which
talks about the coronavirus SARS-CoV1, SARS-CoV2, and SARS-CoV3 (Published in 2008)
https://web.archive.org/web/20200917182440if_/https://jcm.asm.org/content/46/5/173
This WHO article talks about naming the coronavirus disease SARS-CoV-2 as the COVID19 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus2019/technicalguidance/naming-the-coronavirus-disease-(covid-2019)-and-thevirus-that-causes-it This
indicates Covid19 (or at least the concept of it) has been around before 2008.
 Belgium Health Experts now demand investigations into the role of WHO in an Open
Letter https://goachronicle.com/belgium-health-experts-demand-investigations-intotherole-of-who-in-an-open-letter/
 Official patent registries in the Netherlands and US show that Rothschilds patented
Covid19 Biometric Tests in 2015 https://humansarefree.com/2020/10/bombshellproofrothschilds-patented-covid-19-biometric-tests-in-2015-2017.html
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AUSTRALIA “PANDEMIC” -CONCERNING PROBLEMS WITH MODELING AND TESTS
Based on the Harrison Research Report which includes a number of medical and scientific
reports about Covid19 as well as whistle blower reports regarding compromised office
holdings/conflicts of interest, there were and may still be significant problems with
Australian modelling. EXHIBIT- “HARRISON RESEARCH REPORT” HARRISON 200+
PAGE RESEARCH REPORT STILL IGNORED
Dr. James Lyons-Weiler on medical

consequences of COVID19

tests of Vaccines
Dr. James Lyons-Weiler PA Medical Freedom Press Conference ( 20 okt 2020 )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkGB1-YFn1Q
COVID-19 Vaccine Bombshell: FDA Documents Reveal DEATH + 21 Serious Conditions As
Possible Adverse Outcomes

https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/covid-19-vaccine-bombshell-fda-documents-revealdeath-21-serious-conditions-possi1
DC to Give Children Vaccine Consent Behind Their Parents' Backs #NewWorldNextWeek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzUBilXaZMc

The Remedy
All power of the covert tyrants is annulled and they are replaced by the Love Order emperors Ditta
and Leif of Godland:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establishing reliable rulers and emperors to replace humanity murdering tyrants network.
Decentralizing human infrastructure.
Revealing lies and their impact on humans.
Spreading truth and remedies.
Establishing video filmed transparency of all crucial/basic up to date agreements and
processes with the rulers and governments of the world and their local powers.
6. Establishing sharing economy.
7. Re-establishing improved Birka tally stick, coin, checks monetary system of ViKing Europe.
info@loveorder.info
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8. Re-establishing might of all ethnical groups and species.
9. Taking control of tyrannical technologies.
10. Restoring the availability of survival methods and resources of our predecessors as legacy.
The radical humanity murdering group has seized the technologies centralizing humanities powers
into their hands, and they now control each and every man and woman of the Earth. Almost all
people going to work, are working in the areas that have been confirmed to exist by this radical
group of tyrants, who are now the employers of humanity, through the digital matrix of all registers
and hierarchy of corporate agreements, that have forced people to submit their rights and powers
through fraud. Earth is now a digital social scoring slave camp, rapidly transformed into a death
camp Earth, decimating humanity by the year that passes by since 2010, when sterilizing
vaccinations started in Europe, Africa, and all other continents.
Humanitys fastest and most reliable way out of this totalitarian trap, is a world wide Indigenous
Love Order dictatorship. The invisible vicious tyrants have to be replaced to loving wise and loyal
rulers and Thriving conditions have to be secured for stable future. These hidden tyrants will find
new ways of attacking humanity if not withdrawn from power, and Love Order established to stay
steadily.
The tactics and methodology ruled to use here are following:
1) Take all responsibility Yourself: Establish local indigenous assembly. Claim indigenous
rights (of Godlanders or other).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Establish local citizen assembly (can be both). Claim citizen rights of Your country.
Establish local human rights assembly (can be triple). Claim human rights.
Establish Yourself agreements with all powers that try to impose their will upon You.
Establish local Militia units
Establish agreements with or replace communist commerce register owners of IBM who
control humans through personal numbers as primary to human names.
Establish agreements with or replace military industrial complex owners who have high
jacked the common military property of humanity.
Establish agreements with or replace Medical weapons laboratory owners.
Establish agreements with or replace owners of all nuclear arsenal
Establish agreements with or replace owners of all Geoengineering of worlds weather
Establish agreements with or replace owners of all Banking and insurance structures
Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All mainstream media and its
technologies in homes
Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All disinformation schools and churches
turning humans into easy targets/hostages
Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All surveillance companies and
technologies
Establish agreements with or replace owners of all Military structures and Police
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33. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all Big Pharma
34. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all Medical facilities
35. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all Housing facilities turned into prison
homes and spaces
36. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All food companies
37. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All governments of the world Mind
Controlled, hostage through VISA/MASTERCARD etc
38. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all Establish agreements with or replace
owners of all All land, company, and peoples registries
39. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All patents
40. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All 3G 4G 5G 6G etc system networks
sterilizing humanity
41. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All IVF structures preparing the modified
genderless species industry
42. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All satellites
43. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All intelligence agencies
44. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All mainstream courts
45. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all The worldwide army of lawyers of the
BAR
46. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all Legislation and jurisdiction of all
UNIDROIT.org partner corporations
47. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all All underground areas with control
rooms
48. Establish agreements with or replace owners of all other assets

2) Claim Ditta and Leif of Godland to be Your protectors, - as verified and validated, oath givers,
rulers of world wide Godland with jurisdiction of Godland and its statutes, and Rights of
Godlanders to protect You, Your family, Your people, Your country:
1.

Use jurisdiction of Godland with its claims, courts and banks of Birka WIR coins, tally and
oxa checks.
2. Translate The 4 agreement, love order work and resources Coupon booklet from Latvian on
Google translator, and improve the language in the way it establishes loving solutions.
3. If You cant do that use this simple form below.
My Name:
My Name:
This Date:
This Place:
info@loveorder.info
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1) I DO NOT CONSENT TO BEING VACCINATED WITH TOXINS, PARASITES, NANOCHIPS,
FETAL TISSUE, and biological weapons
2) I DO NOT CONSENT TO BEING MICRO-CHIPPED OR NANOCHIPPED openly or covertly
3) I DO NOT CONSENT TO DANGEROUS HARMFUL 3G 4G 5G WEAPONS BEING INSTALLED
or used IN CHILDREN'S SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, HOMES, OR ANYWHERE
4) I DO NOT CONSENT TO BEING STALKED, TRACKED, RACIALLY PROFILED, AND ABUSED
LIKE A SLAVE
5) I DO NOT CONSENT TO BEING STOLEN FROM, BEING DEPRIVED OF MY LIVELIHOOD,
PROPERTY, POSSESSIONS, AND INALIENABLE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS, FREEDOMS, AND
LIBERTIES
6) I DO NOT CONSENT TO BEING FORCED TO ACCEPT COVID 19 LEGISLATION, PUBLIC
HEALTH REGULATIONS, AND MAINSTREAM MEDIA PROPAGANDA BASED ON LIES WHICH
ARE BEING ENACTED AND PUBLISHED TO COMMIT MASS MURDER
7) I DO NOT CONSENT TO WEARING A MASK THAT HAS BEEN PROVEN TO BE DANGEROUS
FOR MY HEALTH AGAINST MY WILL JUST IN ORDER TO TRAVEL, PURCHASE FOOD, AND
CONDUCT MY DAILY LIFE PEACEFULLY
8) I DO NOT CONSENT TO THE CONSTANT ABUSE OF POWER IN WE THE PEOPLES PUBLIC
OFFICE WE ASSERT OUR RIGHT TO HAVE A POSITIVE REPRESENTATIVE TRULY ELECTED BY
THE PEOPLE TO WORK FOR THE PEOPLE
9) I DO NOT CONSENT TO HAVE MY SOVEREIGN RIGHTS TO FREEDOM OF SPEECH BEING
CENSORED BY hostile GOVERNMENT, censoring SOCIAL MEDIA, murderous BIG TECH, OR
ANY OTHER ORGANIZATION, ON ANY ISSUE AFFECTING MY FAMILY'S AND MY SAFETY,
SECURITY, HEALTH, WELLNESS,OR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC WELLBEING. ISSUES RELATED
TO PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE PUBLIC GOOD.
10) I establish LoveOrder of Godland as on www.LoveOrder.INFO, and I restore all national states,
and all indigenous tribes as rulers of their indigenous lands, in agreement with loving, competent,
and loyal to each Man and Woman rulers of worldwide Godland - Ditta and Leif of Godland.

Decree of Diarchs of Godland on Protocols for
administration of basic resources for humans living in
Your area.
For Local Council administration in any state.
info@loveorder.info
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1.

You have to show Verification and Validation of all systems and protocols than can leave
human without basic means, or harm humans. You have to know and have Your 4
agreements:
1) Roman popes claim that Roman curria owns Your soal, to do business
with You as fiction corporation, 2) Your agrrement to live within current systemic Roman
tyrany, 3)Your agreement with Your local indigenous assembly 4) Your agreement with Your
Nation state where You are stock holder and citisen (usual Passport and ID are papal slavery
document). Or You can use the 4 claims provided for You within LoveOrder of Godland.
2. We demand You to proove
2.1. Your Authority with all founding and up to date agreements, claims in an AffiDavit
statement of facts document.
2.2. Documented proof that Your financial, administrative and military system is not owned
by foreign or nation enslaving maffia called Deep State, endebting all humanity.
2.3. Documented proof that alive harmfull COVID19 virus exists and has been isolated
scientificaly.
2.4. Documented proof that COVID19 tests are valid to test infection COVID 19.
2.5. Documented proof that COVID19 vaccines do more good than harm.
2.6. Documented proof that lockdowns do more good than harm, with included losses of
suicides, abortions and loss of life due to lack of treatment and harm fr masks.
3. We hereby proove that operation COVID-19 is a covert millitary attack with lies about
deadly virus but with destruction through lock downs, aiming to destroy local economies
and transforming all cities into death camps. We can on demand provide more proof.

Proof that operation COVID-19 is a covert millitary attack
Rocco Galati and the lawsuit against the Bank of Canada
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZuIKXXtQN0

Worl Banka WITS statistiks on COVID 19 test purchases
already 2017. and 2018.g.
Video in English https://www.brighteon.com/97c74b4c-d75d-49d1-84c0-4db8119c7d2d
The links to WB WITS statistics
Imports
19.g.https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2019/tradeflow/Impor
ts/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/300215
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18.g https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2018/tradeflow/Impo
rts/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/300215
17.g. https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2017/tradeflow/Impor
ts/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/300215
Exports
17.g https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2017/tradeflow/Export
s/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/300215
18.g. https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2018/tradeflow/Expo
rts/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/300215
19.g. https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2019/tradeflow/Expor
ts/partner/WLD/nomen/h5/product/300215

ROTHSCHILDS PATENTED COVID-19 BIOMETRIC TESTS IN 2015

ATOMIC BOMBSHELL: ROTHSCHILDS PATENTED COVID-19 BIOMETRIC TESTS IN
2015. AND 2017.
https://silview.media/2020/10/04/atomic-bombshell-rothschilds-patented-covid-19biometric-tests-in-2015-and-2017/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wh3XOuHUyHU
Flu Shots related to COVID sicknes
Those who had Flu Shot got COVID ill much more than those who did not
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHoxsSK_DXo
Thory about that tere are no Pathogenic viruses
There are no Pathogenic viruses – court decision 2015 Germany
https://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/Dismantling-the-Virus-Theory.pdf
Source: http://lrbw.juris.de
Important sources:
Courts decision Štutgartes tiesas lēmums
Deivid Icke Deivida Aika 11 minūšu sižets par šo tēmu
Dr Stefan Lanka Dr. Stefana Lankas raksts angļu valodā “Vīrusu teorijas demontāža”
info@loveorder.info
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSQcbO1b5G8
SES and Serco plan to control the world
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SEmtgjCk3U
2016 list of companies involved https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016-12-31-SercoGroup-PLC-SUBSIDIARIES-Annual-Report-and-Accounts-2016-Reg-No-02048608-SercoDec-31-2016.pdf
The covert war manglers without war proclamation https://www.serco.com/
Concentration camps in Australia for those who don’t comply to testing
etc https://www.serco.com/aspac/news/media-releases/2020/inmates-arrive-at-australiaslargest-and-most-advanced-correctional-centre
American Intelligence Media
Douglas Gabriel and Michael McKibben discuss how Serco companies work with the SES
Deep State shadow government to implement 5G, and then manage the societal effects of
their coming mass murder program. That’s why Serco runs FEMA camps, owns pathology
companies, houses migrants, owns laundries, operates prisons, provides transport and rail,
run hospitals and leisure centers, builds ships and space technology—to zap the populace
with 5G like a mosquito zapper, then handle the clean up. This is important information
that citizens around the world need to know about. So get this intel out to your
community. See intelligence report here: https://americans4innovation.blogspot... This link
bundles everything into one easy to share URL: https://patriots4truth.org/2018/05/17... Do
you receive your free daily TRUTH NEWS HEADLINES? Then you are missing out – big
time. www.aim4truth.org Notices: Unless marked otherwise, American Intelligence Media
(AIM), Aim4Truth.org and Patriots4truth.org copyright claims are waived. Reproduction is
permitted with or without attribution. This content and its links may contain opinion. As
with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for
yourself. Fair Use is relied upon for all content. For educational purposes only. No claims
are made to the properties of third parties.
All this COVID world scandal is to put Quantum Financial System in place
See QFS Movie that shows World Banks process to banking reform that hybridizes human slaves
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iE_qBX-PnRk&feature=emb_logo
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See that already Sept 10th Non-Voluntary Isolation Centers In Canada
were Finally Confirmed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oa1urlDOYXc
Download COVID-19: The Great Reset by Klaus Schwab in
PDF https://decentbooks.com/pdf-epub-covid-19-the-great-reset-download/
Writs of Quo Warranto – to European Commission and others
What UK king Charles II required was to obtain back control of the corporations. Writs of
Quo Warranto were issued to inquire into the authority by which the corporations,
beginning with the City of London, exercised their powers and privileges.
It was not difficult to show that the actual powers conveyed by the charters had been
transgressed, and charter after charter was forfeited or surrendered; to be restored, with
this vital change, that the corporation officers were appointed either by direct nomination
of the Crown or subject to the Crown's control instead of by free election of the burgesses.
https://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/agweb/pdfs/ag_opinions/quo-warranto-guidelines.pdf
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/statutes-realm/vol6
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/statutes-realm/vol6/pp171-173
Originals in Latin
https://books.googleusercontent.com/books/content?req=AKW5QaePoBrfMCDwAyCQVY
4CJ1CJIn8qZ-U7DGo1ihboP-PwtJ2-FP9l6c8ATaL4ghqPqFScAakEnKN2c_SMVRh5fisfkCzLkhbboWboMFWS73T3mojU8j0q_uzDPEHghklvHKwQLjtUJUZ7axUtcqGZQyBLZvG
Fp3qMYmotaxURw1EL142so4ZZ_SWywgHI84zTBIsMhv8b3JecpYoa0KSW1dKB0SETJj_WlW04KVw1YsBU2khggkJFhAd38EdU53DR9Fd
emMePl-Q91zz0YTN6F0NyCUkIUdJW6VF8VUFGbuBVd53wM
2015. g. Quo Warranto U.S.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/272087702_THE_WRIT_OF_QUO_WARRANT
O_IN_MINNESOTA'S_LEGAL_AND_POLITICAL_HISTORY_A_STUDY_OF_ITS_ORIGINS
_DEVELOPMENT_AND_USE_TO_ACHIEVE_PERSONAL_ECONOMIC_POLITICAL_AND
_LEGAL_ENDS/link/54da1dd30cf2464758206a6a/download
https://historyofmassachusetts.org/massachusetts-bay-colony-charter-revoked/
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World Rulers Alliance is working on Protocols to
be used everywhere to regain truth that
establishes peace and wellfare.
Establish rule of Your Local rulers of Godland to Get Rid Of Tyranny
Local rulers of Godland, We are leading towards our final stand that will require us
to be able to put numbers to each country and region before we commence with the
final stage of our current operation.
Local rulers of Godland, We are riding out to face this evil head on with those who
hear this call…required numbers for each country must be secured to insure a
peaceful and powerful action to stop enormous wrong and harm now occurring
worldwide.
Local rulers of Godland, We require you to keep an eye out for all future
communication and we require your cell number in case the internet is shut down
in order to secure future communication with you.

Criminal Prosecution of Corona Scandal organisers with amnesty from
Godland at surrender.
Process was started by lawyer Reiner Fuellmich https://youtu.be/d9-i87GniC0
To be arrested and prosecuted emediately – Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci, Tedros fr WHO
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/04/bill-gates-a-menace-to-society-who-must-be-arrestedand-prosecuted-for-crimes-against-humanity/
Furthermore owners of the corporations above these, such as IBM, etc have to be arrrested to
surrender to Love Order ReSet of Godland.

Wanted for Indigenous Decentralisation are even
Quinetic corporation https://www.brighteon.com/2eae79f6-c708-48e2-9525333e7c8707ed

SES and Serco plan to control the world https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEmtgjCk3U
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2016 list of companies involved https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016-12-31-SercoGroup-PLC-SUBSIDIARIES-Annual-Report-and-Accounts-2016-Reg-No-02048608-SercoDec-31-2016.pdf
The covert war manglers on Humanity without war proclamation https://www.serco.com/
SERCO Concentration camps in Australia for those who don’t comply to testing
etc https://www.serco.com/aspac/news/media-releases/2020/inmates-arrive-at-australiaslargest-and-most-advanced-correctional-centre

Background of this Covid19 pLandemic
There is no coincidence. There were a number of preparatory events, all pointing into the
direction of a worldwide monumental historic disaster. It started at least 10 years ago –
probably considerably earlier – with the infamous 2010 Rockefeller Report, which painted the
first phase of a monstrous Plan, called the “Lock Step” scenario. Among the last preparatory
moves for the “pandemic” was Event 201, held in NYC on 18 October 2019.
The event was sponsored by the Johns Hopkins Center for Public Health, the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation (BMGF) and the World Economic Forum (WEF), the club of the rich and
powerful that meets every January in Davos, Switzerland. Participating were a number of
pharmaceuticals (vaccine interest groups), as well as the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC)’s of the US and – of China.
One of the objectives of Event 201 was a computer simulation of a corona virus pandemic. The
simulated virus was called SARS-2-nCoV, or later 2019-nCoV. The simulation results were
disastrous, killing 65 million people in 18 months and plunging the stock market by more than
30% — causing untold unemployment and bankruptcies. Precisely the scenario of which we are
now living the beginning. The 2010 Rockefeller Report was issued with its even more
infamous “Lock Step” Scenario.
The Lock Step scenario foresees a number of ghastly and disturbing events or components of
The Plan to be implemented by the so called Agenda ID2020, a Bill Gates creation, fully
integrated into the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) – target date for completion –
2030 (also called Agenda 2030, the hidden agenda unknown to most of the UN members), the
same target date for completion of the Agenda ID02020.
Here, just the key elements as a precursor to what the world is living now, and what is to come,
if we don’t stop it – to demonstrate how this entirely criminal sham has been planned. Parts of
the scenario are:



A massive vaccination program, probably through compulsory vaccination – Bill Gates’
dream and brainchild is vaccinating 7 billion people.
Massive population reduction, a eugenics plan – in part through vaccination and other
means (Ref. Bill Gates, “if we are doing a real good job vaccinating, we may reduce the
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world population by 10% to 15%”. See “Innovating to Zero!”, speech to the TED2010
annual conference, Long Beach, California, February 18, 2010).
Bill Gates has been advocating for years the need for a massive population reduction – and
indeed the more than 20 years of the BMGF’s extensive vaccination programs in Africa, India
and other places around the world have seen a record of involuntary sterilization of women
between 14 and 49 years. See In 2014 and 2015 Kenya carried out a massive tetanus vaccination
program, sponsored by WHO and UNICEF.
 An electronic ID for every person on the planet – in the form of a nano chip, possibly
injected along with the mandatory vaccination. This nano-chip could be remotely
uploaded with all personal data.
 Digitized money, no more cash.
 Universal rolling out of 5G, later to be followed by 6G.
This is leading to a total control of every individuum on the planet. It is sold to the public as
the Internet of Things (TIT), meaning self-driving cars, robotized kitchen equipment, artificial
intelligence (AI) for the production and delivery of everything. What the sales pitch doesn’t say,
is how humans would be marginalized and enslaved. To carry this masterplan forward, high
frequency electromagnet waves are needed. Therefore, rolling out of 5G is a must, no matter
what the health impact on humans, fauna and flora may be – and no matter how it may
influence viral infections, like possibly the current COVID19.
WHO remains silent, although they do admit that no independent official study has been
carried out on the dangers of 5G – and electromagnetic fields in general. Does that mean that
WHO is coopted by the Big and Powerful into this deadly spiel? – Let it suffice to say that
unlike other UN agencies, WHO was created in 1948 by the Rockefeller Foundation (RF) –
see The Lancet. It might be also noteworthy that about half of WHOs budget comes from
private interest sources, mostly the pharma industry, but also others, like telecom giants.
This is a precursor for understanding how things are being planned. It may help connecting the
dots for what is coming.
It may also help us understand what is happening right now, in the first phase of the Lock Step
scenario. It portrays in vivid colors the criminal nature of the Dark Deep State.
Never mind the stock market crash – that’s a speculator’s syndrome, rich people’s risks, as the
stock market is a western invention to play with capital and capital gains to the detriment of
the workers, whose lives depend on working that capital. They are the first ones to go, when
Big Money calls for a merger – or a bankruptcy.

Links to other witness statements
Virus Covid 19 isolation proof is a fraud as body remedy exosome is isolated
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7036342/
BAR lawyer conspiracy through ULC https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IyvcSUL7TI
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https://www.uniformlaws.org/aboutulc/overview
https://www.uniformlaws.org/projects/overview/typesofcommittees
https://www.uniformlaws.org/acts/covid19
https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/UNIFORMLAWS/b7c515db-1895-4387-bb2dee99e58c0066/UploadedFiles/ZRKy6UESTfiAacwqqgZW_ULC%20ACTS%20COVID19%2005_01_20.
pdf

Restoration of Rights by emoven
Minister Emoven homeschool Part 2 Quieten the claim… of Titles, money, rights,
ownership, shares
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niOn8Vvx42M
Debt is a fiction. There is no debt. We settled and discharged the fake debt.
Minister EMOVEN Homeschool Sessions Number 1 Birth Certificate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CE68O5dGir8
Citi Group ordered by FED
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/enf20201007a1.pdf
FED meeeting minutes
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/fomcminutes20200916.pdf
FED Statement 16.9.20
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/monetary20200916a1.pdf

Building Your own graves/tomb cities
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wh3XOuHUyHU
Where Rothschilds patented COVID 19 tests already 2015
https://silview.media/2020/10/04/atomic-bombshell-rothschilds-patented-covid-19biometric-tests-in-2015-and-2017/
Mr Bushnell fr NASA on capacity of just 10 trained people taking down U.S. with following
technical systems
https://community.apan.org/cfs-file/__key/telligent-evolution-componentsattachments/01-9016-00-00-00-13-33-31/FutureWarfare_5F00_bushnell_5F00_nasa.pdf
Australias covid lies regime switching to trap kids in schools
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74D5shjEC4o
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COVID 5G documentary https://www.bitchute.com/video/MXyKqZ201Dj5/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/InKOcevDWhRA/
Full text https://archive.org/stream/TheThirdTruth911ByDimitriKhalezovfree11chapters/02Chernobyl_nuclear_disaster_vs_manhattan_ground
_zero_djvu.txt
Khalezov 2019 on modern slavery https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7VMG4Q5D_n8

The whole human population is now beslaved by technocrats.
Gothenburg is surveilled by drones https://www.nordfront.se/polisen-borjar-overvakagoteborg-med-dronare.smr
Human DNA patents https://www.upcounsel.com/patenting-dna
DNA stickning patent to textil fiber, in masks etc. Måste grävas i på cov- masker som
kommit till Sverige.

Millie Weaver and Tore on Shadowgate update. Tore on U.S. creation - Corona crisis. Defund U.N.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddeD6Oa8Mr8

Statligt ID korts SOU 2017 19
https://www.regeringen.se/4961ec/contentassets/689f5a032b4f4abe92f7ce73efa1d410/ettsakert-statligt-id-kort--med-e-legitimation-sou-2019-14.pdf
Weather geoengineering storms in California again
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zW8ljSSaamM
Spinosa
https://www.academia.edu/27795589/_The_name_and_all_th%C3%AD_addition_King_Lea
r_s_Opening_Scene_and_the_Common_Law_Use
Prepare to resist Luciferian takeover apokalypse https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-0809-action-bulletin-prepare-for-all-out-war-against-the-luciferians.html
1.9.20 CDC in U.S reveals that 94 % of COVID deaths were not COVID caused
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrxYMRwpv9E
CDC

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/excess_deaths.htm
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The Fact-Free Lockdown Hysteria | Thomas E. Woods, Jr. with
No One Elected Bill Gates, Dr. Fauci, or the Infectious Disease Cartel to Perform a Social
Science Experiment on the American People by David Stockman,
And What Governors Can Do by Jeff Deist.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RDffMCAujg
ebook http://tomwoods.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/wrongaboutthelockdown.pdf
HPV vacc pregnancy rates pulled https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/922413
vacc infertility lies in WHO report
https://www.who.int/vaccine_safety/committee/topics/hpv/Dec_2019/en/
Covid vacc fashism in New Zealand https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HS_tvvQ3Kpw
Plandemic Indoctornation documentary https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2O3SZr58bg&bpctr=1601442685
painting of fight Polish king won against Ottoman attack Turks 1683 in Vienna
https://www.returnofkings.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/09/King_John_III_Sobieski_blessing_Polish_attack_on_Turks_in_Vie
nna_1683-574x699.png
Where Rothschilds patented COVID 19 tests already 2015
https://silview.media/2020/10/04/atomic-bombshell-rothschilds-patented-covid-19biometric-tests-in-2015-and-2017/
Mr Bushnell fr NASA on capacity of just 10 trained people taking down U.S. with following
technical systems
https://community.apan.org/cfs-file/__key/telligent-evolution-componentsattachments/01-9016-00-00-00-13-33-31/FutureWarfare_5F00_bushnell_5F00_nasa.pdf

Indigenous Oxa base –legitimate money base of human civilisation
Oxa is the kind of indigenous money created by indigenous human and accounted in indigenous
local society and converted at local community council, by the local elects representing local citizen
power, into any store and service currency. There is a wide range of oxa benefits insurance, as well
as basic monthly income and hourly professional oxa, as well as oxa for investment and
compensations etc.
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Through WIHLO Bank of Godland everyone gets at last the long awaited
CoNceptual choice of path
Diarchs of Godland work in Indigenous World Order Court of Godland re-establishing Divine
order of Natural and Common Law to give everyone grounded CoNceptual choice that was hidden
after Napoleons French freemason wars that established Maritime Law Era that has to end now.
Each administrator is brought to take personal responsibilities for their deeds and have to make a
grounded CoNceptual choice as everyone is given the alternative to quit work for the occupying
forces of Racist Rothchilds Roman Reich CoRporations and the sins may be forgiven but not
forgotten, everyone can receive monthly oxa salary from Indigenous World Order Bank of
Godland,
1. and professional oxa for highly Competent work that re-establishes the structures of real
states and to local People loyal governments that have their own real money that is
managed by real alive and visible rulers who don’t work for foreign forces enforcing
foreign war agendas, but are controlled by local people – the Energisers, whose rights and
needs of security, safety and future planned kin fertility and family security is a
professional’s goal and oath and is checked with the Impact Index, or
2. and education oxa for re-programming education to work less and more lovingly and
peacefully and be re-established professionally in CoNporations managed by Indigenous
Chiefs of every local area, or
3. and rehab oxa for deep rehabilitation in case of severe biorobotisation cases of total
indoctrination into slavedriving, terrorizing and fooling people routines and activities, that
have been enforced on them for decades by facist CoRporations ,
4. or to receive pension oxa as a professionally functionally limited Energiser receiving
pension of Godland with gratitude for understanding of the severe conditions and the total
necessity for RRRR CoRporations to Stand Down as they are endless war structures,
5. or to receive Indigenous Court penalties that includes the whole spectrum of Indigenous
traditional penalties, including death penalty in severe cases of beyond help unreprogrammable murder obsessions that cannot be prevented securely by incarceration or
other human option of preservation of the Energiser (notice that in this order each
Energiser has CoNporation Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland stock value of 140
Trillion WIR (World Indigenous Runes) and CoNporation will do all in its powers to
preserve each Energiser’s life.
More on www.BSRRW.org and www.LoveOrder.INFO

Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland replaces the feudal enslaving structures
empowering Energisers
The new CoNporation Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland is the core
CoNtrameasure that replaces the feudal beslaving structures with structures of free and
self-powerful people who are free to organize themselves as everybody can now co-create
monthly income combined of basic income and accountable work getting economy going
to heal local and global societies. The pyramidal monetary system is carefully abandoned
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and replaced by sound and equal self-created and indigenous-managed oxa money. This
is the restart of human society where Diarchs of Godland put their trust in human nature
that is not lazy and self-destructive but manages to thrive through self-organisation – as
only the wise, loving, experienced and reliable are allowed to have impact on the society.
Her Highness Ditta of Godland has supported the creation and implementation of oxa
(money that is not debt)- the only God-given legitimate means of exchange of goods and
services on Earth that stops all war and suffering. The value of oxa is all the value of
Earths energy, goods and services that are shared equally for the Energisers – humans other beings under the management of the wise and loving indigenous peoples chiefs who
know and establish the rights of Godlanders.

Each of the worlds 7 billion people is hereby called Energiser and provides the bond of
the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland with amount of One hundred and forty
Trillion of World Indigenous Runes of oxa, each
and every, or any Part or Proportion thereof, may be assignable or transferable, assigned or
transferred, to such Person or Persons only as shall freely and voluntarily accept of the same, and
not otherwise; and to inCoNporate all and every such Energisers and Contributors, their …
Successors, or Assigns, to be one umbrella Body CoNporate and Politick, by the name of The
Governor and CoNpany of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland, and by the same Name
of The Governor and CoNpany of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland to have perpetual
Succession, and a Common Seal, and that they and their Successors, by the Name aforesaid, shall
be able and capable in Rule to have, purchase, receive, possess, enjoy, and retain to them and their
Successors, Lands, Rents, Tenements and Hereditaments, of what Kind, Nature, or Quality
whatsoever; and also to sell, grant, demise, alienise, or dispose of the same; and by the same Name
to sue and implead, and be sued and impleaded, answer and be answered in Courts of Record, or
any other Place whatsover, and to do and execute all and singular other Matters and Things by the
Name aforesaid, that to them shall or may appertain to do; subject nevertheless to the Proviso and
Condition of Redemption herein after mentioned.

Rules for Redemption and Compensation
Their Highnesses appoint Rules for Redemption and Compensation and make the Energisers the
value base of the the CoNporation and its oxa, as well as regain respect as a living subject with
Rights, and in need of healing and security
1. And … that it shall and may be Ruled by their Highnesses, by Letters Patents under the Great
Seal of Indigenous World Order of Godland, to limit, direct, and appoint how and in what Manner
and Proportions and under what Rules and Directions,
2. the said Sum of One trillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each Indigenous Nation´s
million alive for compensation of genocide and democide , Part of the said by the Indigenous
World Order Bank of Godland distributed Global Sum of One quadrillion World Indigenous
Runes of oxa,
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3. and to support co-creation of the said yearly Sum of monthly oxa at at least Twelve thousand
World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each grown up Energiser, Nine thousand World Indigenous
Runes of oxa to Energiser pupil, and Six thousand World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each preschool Energiser.
4. To support oxa for the co-creation of large oxa investments necessary for big environmental and
economical reparations and council and government restorations of independent Nations, that
have been dismantled by private CoRporation syndicates of Racist Rothchild Roman Reich.
4.5 To support oxa for the co-creation of oxa investments for establishment of Godlanders’ rights
in all 14 parameters of Baltic Sun Model.

Rescuing people from CoRporations of CNWS death cult
And to the Intent that their Highnesses’ Subjects may not be oppressed by the CNWS Criminal
Nuclear War System CoRporations that have no right to hold Energisers trapped within Demonic
Death Cage Matrix of Depopulation: In the case such CoRporations may be refusing Indigenous
Decentralisation, by their monopolizing or ingrossing of any Sort of Goods, Wares, or
Merchandizes, the said Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation to be made and
created by this Act shall not at any Time, during the CoNtinuance thereof, deal or trade, or permit
oxa shares to any Person or Persons whatsoever, either in Trust or for the Benefit of the same, to
deal or trade with any of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland Stock Moneys, or Effects
of, or any Ways belonging to the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation, in the
buying or selling of any Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland supported Goods, Wares, or
Merchandizes whatsoever; and every Person or Persons who shall so deal or trade, or by whose
Order or Directions such Dealings or Trading shall be made, prosecuted or managed, shall forfeit
for every such Dealing or Trading, and every such Order and Directions, treble the Value of the
Goods and Merchandize so traded for, to such Person or Persons who shall sue for the same by
Action
[in the Local or the High Indigenous Court ].
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland methods
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland shall distribute Oxa investments evenly to societies of
any race, ethnogenetical type or culture, though on the conditions of restoring the traditional
areas of Indigenous cultures and therefore using just preferences in each area to decentralize
occupying forces of the nuclear war economy era into peaceful towns, eco-villages and farms of
era of Godland.
The feudal New Wold Order melts without suffering by use of Oxa, that is created by each
indigenous Energiser as a monthly income for one self or ones dear, registering monthly oxa, that
looses its original value ¼ each month, is registered with local Indigenous society and converted
at local council’s parliament, that reports the oxa exchange to Indigenous World Order Bank of
Godland on quarterly bases.
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Provided that nothing herein contained shall any Ways be construed to hinder the said
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation from dealing in Bills of Exchange, or in
buying or selling any Goods, Wares or Merchandize and Services whatsoever, with exception of
any trade that may resemble any kind of human trafficking or cause any genocide.
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland supports the transactions with Baltic sea
Indigenous Runes (BIR) and World Indigenous Runes (WIR) that are base of any currency
Any oxa co-issuing union has to be registered with Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland .
The original oxa units - Baltic Indigenous Runes (BIR )- have been emitted by Ditta of Godland
and first accounted in the books of Baltic Indigenous Bank of Godland by konna of Indigenous
Peoples of Baltic Sea and the world, as it has been practiced in Europe ( UK, Swiss, Austria etc) for
thousands of years using Tally Sticks. For global community investments a quadrillion BIR has
been emitted, but You have to create Your local oxa union for basic rationing with Your own WIR
first.
1 BIR/WIR = 1 Euro. BIR = Baltic sea Indigenous Runes. WIR = World Indigenous Runes.
The commodity of BIR/WIR is the fertile seed and the vital energy of indigenous peoples and
their highly valuable spiritual power, the rights of Indigenous Peoples to rule their lands reestablishing the Era of Fertility and Love, that for thousands of Years healed all areas of Mother
Earth.
All indigenous peoples receive compensations to them personally and their families, kins, tribes
and communities for 999 years of genocide and democide.
Oxa for right to Indigenous Decentralisation of deadly CoRporations
Anonymous debt money grid, issued by few organized feudal CoRporate war mafias with hidden
owners of Federal Reserve Bank in US and all central banks of Bank of International Settlements
in Switzerland, has to be carefully sourced out through a loving and friendly process of
CoNporatisation of these CoRporate conglomerates into to indigenous people reliable units.
All the 9 countries of Baltic sea region, and 134 more countries, 13-9-(1)2007 ratified the
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples where Article 20. p. 1. states B
Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic and social
systems or institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and
development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other economic activities.
Diarchs of Godland, BSIC etc have criminalised mega fraud of enslavement through 3
crowns and UPIK.de and DNB.com corpses
Diarchs of Godland have criminalised and nullified all lawful grounds for the genocidal
spider net of CoRporate religious, banking, military, pretence governmental and other fraudful
units registered in private mega fraud of enslavement through UPIK.de and DNB.com.
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Generally BIR/WIR oxa is basic to get out of the digital and automated systems that have
got out of the control of indigenous management as they have been stolen from the states by
private stock exchange syndicates and are managed now by military-bankster mafias to leave the
people resource less and massacred.
Any digital money has to be attached to local Oxa to be legitimate and safe.
Oxa Godland-income to escape the genocidal grid
Anybody, even people involved in the genocidal systems – either as a victim or a perpetrator, can
claim protection of Godland and receive Godland-income to escape the genocidal grid of the
CoRporate labor market. You have to make a CoNmitment in a form of loyalty CoNtract to
Indigenous people of the region where You live and demand Your government to get Your tax
payments to be sent to indigenous Godland of Your state.
And we, Ditta and Leif of Godland do hereby for Us, our Heirs and Successors, and All the seven
billion Energisers of the World do declare, limit, direct and appoint, that the aforesaid Sum of
One quadrillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa
so subscribed as aforesaid, shall be, and be called, accepted, esteemed, reputed and taken.
The seven billion human Energiser energized pool of One quadrillion
(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (1024) WIR (World Indigenous Runes) oxa of the
CoNporation Indigenous World Order of Godland was CoNstituted.
In Witness whereof, we have caused these our Letters to be made Godland-Patents – registered as
a shared-gift for common good. Witness our selves at Jordbro, the eleventh day of June, in the
first Year of our Reign - 12017.
Allt the Love of the Gods is with Us as Our Love is with the Gods.
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The Order to PTS to Verify and Validate all governmental and
banking partner and mother organisations and signers of
agreements immediately
To save the next generations from the fraudulent activities of the global military industrial
complex, that is waging mass murder activities on the whole humanity and all life on Earth,
You shall immediately send all the constituting documents of all with You contracting
banking and governmental corporation companies and the peoples names who are
influential stake holders involved in their ownership and highest management as well as
the validating documentation of all the signatures of all documents to the Indigenous
World Order Court of Godland by email bsi.court@gmail.com or to the local office at address:
World Indigenous Human Love Order Court of Godland
c/o Rietuma, Södra Jordbrovägen 25, 13765 Jordbro.
Urfolks ordningens stadgande dokument ö verifierings och validerings dokument av
urfolks konnar ö föreningarna m m finnes på www.MSS.lege.net och www.LoveOrder.INFO

We embrace You with the Gifts of our Gods of Love, Peace and Welfare, and await cooperation

Ditta Rietuma

Leif Erlingsson

Worlds Konna of Godland

Worlds Konn of Godland

Highest judge BSIC/IWOCG
www.LoveOrder.INFO

Highest judge BSIC/IWOCG
www.LoveOrder.INFO

President of Latvian Republic
www.LatvijasRepublika.INFO

Monarch of Monarchy State Sweden
www.MSS.lege.net

T
E

T
E

+46-703-999 069
bsi.court@gmail.com

+038-120 350
bsi.court@lege.net

Jordbro, 26 November (1)2021.
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För Info
8.3.(1)2019 Jordbro Sweden
To wise, capable and loving officials of PTS (Post ö TeleStyrelsen), Sweden
On PTS public meetings on Swedish frequency plan.
Ditta´s and Leif´s of Godland orders
to lay down the ongoing Systemic, Electromagnetic and Biochemical Attack Weapons
as well as to Convert National State Reparations from the only legitimate money base –
-

Oxa of World Indigenous Runes (WIR) instead of petroleum/gold/silver-

and to inforce Indigenous Decentralisation of all nations occupying totalitarian
Bilderberger corporate forces, including IMF, BIS, IBM and armies of NATO, China, Russia
etc
to restore during quiet Depopulation Wars of 3rd WW dismantled nation states
and to establish indigenous rulers might
to restore and protect all creation of the Earth.

By acquiring tools provided here through Your rights to be protected by indigenous rulers You will
step out of the extinction-trap by undeclared war jurisdiction enforcing 5G plans of money and
courts totally controlled by fascist IBM, IMF, UNIDROIT and BIS corporations unverified and
invalidated rulers who are now completing the transition from fake digital petrodollar money VISA
cards to block-chain chips connected to the global 5G electromagnetic weapons grid that will
finalise total bio-robotisation of humanity for hunger game electric executions of unprecedented
scale of evil.
75 % of Europes people and 84 % in North America have been conditioned to move into cities
(http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/) where they are being exterminated with the
globally ongoing, by Bilderbergers since 1954 mastered, 3rd World War of indirect weapons matrix of
depopulation mass destruction that are induced by militarized fake health protection agencies,
religions, governments and banking networks that through digitalization are totally controlled by
Devil himself (fr 3rd demonic dimension). Depopulation matrix
http://www.bsrrw.org/protection/population/ is here replaced by re-population tools of Godland.
The way out of this prison planet death camp is provided in this text and on www.LoveOrder.INFO
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On PTS public meetings on Swedish 5G frequency plan.
5G is military technology and its enrolement is a global project driven by military industrial
complex that totally neglects the obvious health damaging effects of 2-4G and inforces this
depopulation technology on population that is deceived by its governments that are controled by
the international syndicates.
ICNIRP is a by military industrial complex controled private organisation that is enforcing its health
damage underestimating Radiation Frequency risk modeling assumptions on all life systems on
Earth, through so called national health protection agencies that have been corporatised and stolen
from the nations. The global corrution has been achieved due to war economy conceptual base of
humanities administrative structure that furthermore is exposed to structural monetary deception
by private FED that now is being forced to transform into blockchain money , digitally programmed
by private controllers of IBM – administraters of concentration camps of 2nd World War are
administering now the digital global prison planet.
Digital blockchain money enforcement is totally dependent on 5G enrollement as blockchains will
be attached to chipped humans, who will be focust on the digital marketing harvest plantations and
through RF induced neuropsykosis have already forgotten their National and Indigenous Rights
while they are low-cooked, sterilised and exterminated by RF induced whole spectrum of deseases.
Global telecommunication industry has not even conducted epidemiological health studies on the
devastating health and social infrastructure efects of 2G,3G, 4G and 4,5 G technology grid, but is
imposing radicall more dangerous 5G technologies in a manner that can not described otherwise
than - a war attack through electromagnetic weaponry grid.
All of this is unlawfull and illegal to national constitution jurisdiction. But the global corporations
have abolished national states and IBM is even marketing IBM citisenship now.
5G is global military technology and its enrolement is a global project driven by military industrial
complex that totally neglects the obvious health effects of 2-4G and inforces this depopulation
technology. It started when In April 2008 NASA partnered with GEOFF brown and machine to
machine intelligence (M2Mi) corp to develop 5G communication technology, In an article by the
EMF guru consultancy in the UK dated march 13 2017, titled : 5G telecom radiation the perfect tool
to mass modify human brain waves waking times, he stated that the FCC works purely on behalf of
the telecoms industries in granting them access to the airwaves no more and no less. PTS is an
analog of FCC in Sweden.
Therefore we are reminding of humanities right to indigenous jurisdiction and by indigenous
controled money base – every human is a base for humans basic income, not by US controled
private petroildollar, gold or silver. No money is legal if it is not approved by indigenous peoples
and their protectors.
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We demand all of the corporations and agencies involved in this 5G enforcement process turned to
be verified and validated by representatives of National Governments and Indigenous World Order
of Godland to install Indigenous Decentralisation of these corporations that have become
uncivilised immortal giants who have stolen all might of the civilisation to kill humanity by making
it infertile etc through elektromagnetic weapons.
Even representatives of National Governments are now mind controled by the giants and have to be
verified and validated by the indigenous people of any local area and preferably should have no
corruption creating income in by IMF, BIS and IBM controled currencies. As all the flows of money
are now controled by the MASTERCARD VISA digital deception Artificial Intelligence - humanity is
in a digital megatrap, in the iron fist of Artificial Intelligence programs of IBM computers.
Therefore to humanity loyal indigenous decentralisers of NWO corporations can, by the laws of
Indigenous Vedas casts, only be the very modest ones, and have to achieve a possition of total
uncorruption – either by being on modest pension or social security income etc withdrawing from
the corrupt corporate welfare incomes.
Ongoing 4G technology health damaging attack by Telia and others on millions of clients.
1) all electromagnetic radiation risk assessments are made based on the corrupt ICNIRP RF safety
model. Basic RF Safety Standard of ECRR, that assesses the risks proved in 2 cancer studies, is
ignored.
2) DECT function is activated in all modems without signing an agreement with client on use of
DECT devices and without informing clients on such radiation emitions fr DECT. DECT produces
electro magnetic radiation up to 10 x stronger than WIFI and it cant be switched of fr the panel as
WIFI can be. The client has no idea they are exposed to this radiation still even if they have
switched of WIFI.
Licensing of use of RF electromagnetic radiation emitting devices is urgently necessary as
technology is used in illiterate manner though it has dual function and beyond being
communications system it is even a weapons network.
2-5G grid using weapon systems
a) International global digital networking for elimination of cash money to impose blockchain
control grid network weapon https://www.euronews.com/2018/10/31/5g-blockchain-and-iotthe-future-of-telecommunication
b) 5G can activate Active Denial System technology wherever installed
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/active-denial-system-5g-radiation-weapon/
c) Total prison like surveillance technology https://prophecyinvestigators.org/5g-aimicrowave-weapons-and-the-new-world-order-internet-of-things/
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d) 4G Mind Control systems. Microwave Voice-To-Skull Technology, police force
communications TETRA https://steemit.com/conspiracy/@debzd/can-they-use-5gtechnology-for-mind-control
e) Systemic deterioration of mental health effects weapons
https://www.defendershield.com/emf-exposure-depression-anxiety-mental-health-issues
f)

Debilitating effects causing RF weapons
https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/socialstyrelsen-statistik/r40-r46-nedsattintellektuell-funktion/

g) Proven electromagnetic frequency health hazard 24/7 weapons
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2542519618302213?via%3Dihub
h) Insekts and birds harming weapons
https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/insektsdoden/getingar/
i)

Atmosferic modification weapons https://solveig21miljoblogg.wordpress.com/nyteknik/elektromagnetiska-experiment-i-atmosfaren-och-geoingineering/

j)

Direct electromagnetic weapons (DEW) used in California so called wild fires
http://www.ausairpower.net/dew-ebomb.html

k) LightFi – LIFI weapons https://www.rockwellautomation.com/en_IL/news/automationtoday/detail.page?pagetitle=LED-Lighting%3A-Industrial-Automation%E2%80%99s-SecretWeapon&content_type=magazine&docid=bdb7fd76a489e19445c0fe4bd8f5ff0d
l)

In Sweden established ionospheric global heater HAARP weather and seismic weapons LOIS
and EISCAT are empowered further with 3-5G networks https://climateviewer.com/haarp/

m) And lots and lots of other harmful weapons
Indigenous Decentralisation of structures engaged in electromagnetic war crimes against
citisens of state Kingdom of Sweden and all other European countries
Following Duns and Bradstreet and Siccode international business corporations are found guilty of
driving forward electricution and low-cooking of humanity:
1) SSM
https://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/contentassets/1151db51ecf749bfbc38a520706b82c
f/informationsmote-och-samrad-om-5g-181219.pdf
2) FOLKHÄLSOMYNDIGHETEN no hits on 5G, but gives acceptance to SSM 19.12.18
3) REGERINGSKANSLIET https://www.regeringen.se/artiklar/2019/03/ny-hallbarexportsatsning-over-hela-landet/
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4) IBM https://www.ibm.com/industries?lnk=hmmin
5) ICNIRP https://www.icnirp.org/en/applications/dect/index.html
6) PTS https://pts.se/sv/bransch/radio/5g/
7) BEREC
https://www.berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/reports/8314berec-report-on-practices-on-spectrum-authorization-and-award-procedures-and-oncoverage-obligations-with-a-view-to-considering-their-suitability-to-5g
8) EC https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/5g-europe-action-plan
9) EP http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20180605IPR05051/eu-telecomsdeal-fees-on-calls-across-eu-capped-by-2019-and-5g-network-by-2020
10) HANDELSHÖGSKOLAN https://www.hhs.se/en/about-us/history/
https://www.hhs.se/contentassets/ed42433d9acc46da8da0dff0a3751697/chasing-the-tale-ofthe-unicorn-a-study-of-stockholms-misty-meadows.pdf
11) RIKSBANKEN https://www.riksbank.se/sv/om-riksbanken/riksbankens-uppdrag/
12) BIS https://www.bis.org/review/r181220l.pdf
13) IMF https://www.imf.org/external/spring/2017/mmedia/view.aspx?vid=5406072564001
14) ITU https://www.itu.int/en/about/Pages/default.aspx
15) All telecom operators , in Sweden Telia, Telenor, Tele2, 3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mobile_network_operators#By_region
16) MASTERCARD https://www.pymnts.com/news/security-and-risk/2018/mastercardmicrosoft-digital-identity-verification/
17) All Swedish and other corporatized municipalities with health protection duties
http://www.stockholm.se/PageFiles/1368426/Bilaga-1-Strategi-for-en-smart-ochuppkopplad-stad-Stockholms-stad.pdf
No sign of legitimate national and indigenous power engaged in decision processes on 5G
1. Strålskyddsstiftelsen and other Swedish uncorrupt societies of citisens of state Kingdom of
Sweden, a state that has been dismantled through corporatization and digitalization
processes and privatized by Deep State of EU stake holders.
2. indigenous societies and indigenous rulers
The cinical injustice of immunity of the 5G enforcement structur agency responsibles
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Telecommunications engineer in Australia realized that this is RF war already 2012 and expressed
the proportionate measures of protection to dismantle people´s life threatening technologies - with
a tank, but was jailed and sentenced to 20 months due to corrupt and mind controlled (by 4G)
justice system https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TiOx7_DVj0
Due to already established 4G Mind Control systems of masses and overtaken government
administration and corporatized agencies, most of the public infrastructure is under control of
Goldman Sachs and Rothschild banker mafias, and it is hard work to protect local communities fr
the electrocuting technology enforcement. The informed brave humans are facing unproportional
resistance to remain the housing environment of the citisens without RF weapons installation.
People are left without possibilities to protect themselves though they are in the electromagnetic
war and under attack.
And the responsible officers for these plans of reorganization of local communities into electrifying
death camps are totally protected by immunities – EC, EP, BEREC, all business corporations
pretending to be governments, etc
These 5G technologies are the perfectly planned weapons of mass destruction, with no
responsibilities for the mass murderers of this Bilderberger and Jesuit 3rd World War, who have
massacred 500 million Europeans during the previous century totally unmasked and preserving
their diplomatic immunities.
Extinction war attack of total depopulation of Earth
Extinction war attack waged by Bilderbergers to depopulate Earth to 500 million people is ongoing
since 1954 through agreed hidden mass murder through Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars
(http://www.stopthecrime.net/docs/SILENT%20WEAPONS%20for%20QUIET%20WARS.pdf ) and
it can by human error accidents exterminate all milliards of people within a couple of decades. The
areas of indigenous cradle peoples are being prioritized, to massacre the divine welfare sharing
peoples first, to force the rest to submit to the coming block-chain chips induced by IBM and IMF
fascist syndicates. Replacement races are already installed through migration war waves since the
active migration war attack escalated 2011.
Directly covert warfare is ongoing in more than these 9 extreme areas with common solution:
1. Undeclared Bilderberger quiet 3rd World War by privatization of states and covert
depopulation means. Bilderberger private corporatization of national states of public good
into Bilderberger private business syndicates that are usually named identical to the names
of the dismantled national states though in capital letters, as the privatised business
corporation KINGDOM OF SWEDEN for example that is run through the overtaken
business syndicate REGERINGSKANSLIET. States have now been made private businesses of
Farnese, Rothschilds, Rockefellers and 10 other black nobility families . Insanity, treason or
hostage position of all 6000 by Bilderbergers conditioned government leaders and countless
judges who are working in Bilderberger network business corporations of Roman, Jewish,
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Sharia, Chinese etc law that commit treason and use black Satanist magic through
forcefully imposed banking and jurisdiction, while pretending to be working for people,
while they are working for the black nobility narcissists, reaching their goals to mass murder
the citizens and steel all of their wealth. This has been going on only due to the lack of
indigenous courts and rulers, due to the systemic quiet massacre and forced conversions of
all indigenous peoples and unlawfull refusal to acknowledge indigenous rights.
This type of Bilderberger silent war, conditioning all governments, has no declared
war jurisdiction and citisens are therefore not capable to protect themselves and their
states as citizen combat against the mass-murderers is met with criminal charges against
the victims instead of the war waging guile murderers, terrorists, thieves and slaveholders.
Who will take back control of corporate war business companies pretending to be peaceful
municipalities and states into control of real and true National state authorities indigenous courts will. F ex in Sweden all National organisations are reregistered in
Monarchy State Sweden ruled by the indigenous konn Leif I (www.MSS.lege.net ), verifying
and validating each one organization as consistent to the constitution of citisens state
Kingdom of Sweden and to its indigenous peoples rights, - tasks main Swedish authorities
REGERINGSKANSLIET, DOMSTOLSVERKET, SKATTEVERKET,
STRÅLSÄKERHETSMYNDIGHETEN, RIKSBANKEN etc have failed to do.
Resistance within Roman law has reached progress of charging the treasurer of Vatican bank
Cardinal George Pell for pedophilia and now the 6000 bribed under threat of assassination
world leaders are left without their monthly payments, which could bring the fall of Satanic
New World Order, or it is just enforcing transition to blockchain chains and eliminating the
resistance to it within their black Jesuit military order
https://benjaminfulford.net/2019/03/04/vatican-bribery-accounts-for-6000-so-called-worldleaders-have-been-shut-down/
Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the
enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people
to organize indigenous courts and rune banks, under the rule of Indigenous World
Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland.
2. As the Roman international drug-pedofilia-slavery-warcrimes syndicate
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/26/australia/cardinal-george-pell-child-abuseinvestigation-intl/index.html has merged with the local governments, religions, banks,
courts, hospitals and police, people are left totally trapped.
As this organized crime syndicate has been terrorizing people into artificially induced
poverty and poor health, only people who work for organized crime cartel have economical
resources to raise family and the children of from criminal Bilderberger syndicate
independent citisens are being stolen by the Juvenile Injustice human child trafficking
mafias and numerous crimes are committed upon them by the organized pedophile mafia
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on government levels https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aeGRMso1zw Very invested in
such crimes are psychiatry clinics and social services.
Who will take back control of foster care companies, social services and psychiatry into
control of real and true National state authorities - indigenous courts will.
Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the
enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people
to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the
rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland.
3. Digitalization of reality has completed overall chipization of humans with IDs and VISA
cards that was imposed in a totalitarian manner and is controlled by non-human
Artificial Intelligence that is in unverified and invalidated hands of irresponsible
narcissistic Bilderberger maniacs that are completing murder of 90 % of humans and
animals.
Who will take back control over weaponized AI, IBM, and banking companies etc into
control of real and true National state authorities - indigenous courts will.
Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the
enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people
to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the
rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland
4. Bilderberger transhumanism agenda Human 2.0 means exposing clue less humans to
Biochemical Attack Weapons that are active in a wide spectrum of areas – geoingeneering,
terraforming, plasma and ionization of atmosphere, planetary geophysical operations,
pharma chemical and nano weapons synthetic biology, big pharma addictive medications,
poisonous vaccines, foods, drinks, water supplies etc. Under pretense of HPV vaccinations,
most of the children are being sterilized and chipped in schools, and other vaccines cause
brain damage and chronical diseases. See earlier HPV vaccine study with vast effects
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29889622 that does not study the damaged health
of post HPV babies, HPV weaponisation has been raised later .
Who will take back control of pharma and vaccination companies into control of real and
true National state authorities - indigenous courts will.
Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the
enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people
to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the
rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland
5. Dual use technologies have been established globally, under pretense of telecommunication
modernization, electromagnetic microwave weapons have been rolled out into civil society,
that is an ongoing attack 24/7, being neurologically surveilled and sterilized and lowcooked through their 4G, 4,5 G, coming deadly 5G (to wipe away cell mitochondria to
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remotely alter DNA of survivors) military technologies, use (in IT modem DECT function for
wireless phones and speakers (is active without Your notice, irradiates 10x more than WIFI),
earbuds, WIFI, Bluetooth, mobile data, Led lights that are ignited by LIFI, Lidar laser radars
etc). The masts are wired with enormous cables to deliver much higher weaponized
emissions at request of Bilderberger mafias.
Who will take back the telecom companies into control of real and true National state
authorities - indigenous courts will.
Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the
enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people
to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the
rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland
6. All telecommunication and LIFI and WIFI systems are part of huge ionospheric antenna
fields of HAARP weather weapons, such as LOIS and EISCAT in Sweden, that create global
warming attacks on harvest and alive beings and fake wildfires, storms like Gudrun and Per,
hurricanes and earthquakes. Direct Energy Warfare (DEW) in form of lasers are used to
burn towns and villages melting metal and concrete due to their enormous temperatures
(see California weaponized wildfires 2017 and 2018 , as well as Greece, Sweden ect
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja9o3tt9C18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAHSMS7zp5Q )
Who will take back control of HAARP and other geoengineering and electromagnetic
warfare inducing companies into control of real and true National state authorities indigenous courts will.
Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the
enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people
to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the
rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland
7. Humans are being by conditioning forced away from the landscape into giant death camps
called Resilient Cities of Agenda 21 and 2030, that are enforcing Rothschilds and
Rockefellers, Soros and other black nobilities, Bilderberger and jezuit Satanist plans as local
communities were overtaken by jezuit banking systems and occupying religion war-sects
https://youtu.be/dYkdGbLvbMg
Who will take back control of agricultural farming, forestry and fishery corporate business
companies into control of real and true National state authorities - indigenous courts will.
Simple remedy is to stop ignoring indigenous jurisdiction and convert into the
enforced money the WIR (World Indiogenous Rune) oxa amounts needed for people
to organize indigenous societies with indigenous courts and rune banks, under the
rule of Indigenous World Order of Godland diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland
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8. As we are being beslaved and killed, we have the right to protect ourselves. We have been
forced into a Machiavellian digital death camp and we are held without access to any basic
resources of our predecessors – ecological lands, air, water, food, housing, ethnically and
culturally genetically safe communities and we are being forced to become extinct.
For example Germanic indigenous people are not even acknowledged as Swedens
indigenous people. Their rights are non existent as they themselves have been mind
controlled to forget who their predecessors were - not Abraham and Moses building New
Jerusalem in Sweden, neither Muhammed. Germanic people in Sweden have been forbidden
to rebuild their temples for their indigenous gods, have had no courts and no banks that
they could manage themselves. Germanics and other European peoples have been murdered
in at least 500 million if both World Wars and other losses are counted for the last century
but through all christianisation millennia the numbers are many milliards.
We, The Wholy Indigenous Protectors – Ditta and Leif of Godland, establish now
reparations of all ethnical groups and restauration of their property rights on their
lands and allow substantial Birth Right Restauration oxa gifts to be created by
themselves to restore their families, kins and peoples lovingly and peacefully.
9. The by Bilderberger 3rd World War enforced emigration from their indigenous lands and
becoming occupying forces of migrants into indigenous lands of other indigenous peoples is
a well financed and lawfully established war plan to mix the races and ethnical groups into
confused uncivilized slave group that is easily controlled and has limited rights to so called
Human Rights that exclude their citizen rights due to their National constitution and
Indigenous Rights due to the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wpcontent/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf ) and the Rights of Godlanders as
stated below .
We, The Wholy Indigenous Protectors – Ditta and Leif of Godland, establish now
reparations of all ethnical groups and restauration of their property rights on their
indigenous lands and allow substantial Birth Right Restauration oxa gifts to be
created by themselves to restore their families, kins and peoples lovingly and
peacefully.
The Rights of Godlanders to National and Indigenous protection
The Wholy Indigenous Protectors Ditta and Leif of Godland have provided to all the milliards of
people of the Earth - Godlander rights - to share the wealth of the Earth and the duty to protect it
together. The Rights of Godlanders consist of rights due to National local constitution and
Indigenous rights as well as protection by indigenous rulers in accordance to the statutes of
Godland.
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These rights are ignored by Devils corporate fascist occupying forces that through private patents
and copyrights have stolen distribution and control technologies of common wealth and by fraud of
enforced unverified and invalidated chosen authority have overtaken the resource management
mechanisms of wealth and safety of all living systems. Main mechanisms are recognized in the 14
rays of Baltic Sun Model that is base for the Rights of Godlanders:
1. Self-governed biological identity structures as wealth creators
2. Rules by verified and validated world´s, national and indigenous rulers
3. Independent national and indigenous banks with rune systems for safe wealth distribution
4. Ecological environment safety structures
5. Unions of national and indigenous military
6. Transparent balancing of all resources, open source technology and loving mind control
7. Health safety systems birth right for humans, fauna and flora
8. Food chain structures for humans, fauna and flora, with lands, waters and air
9. Industry, private and public housing management
10. Reliable energy structures
11. True knowledge structures
12. Reliable communication networks
13. Stable control, by the loving, wise and loyal, of all power centers and the destructive.
14. Access to all the powers of the Loving rulers, societies, networks, neighbors, families
All the rights of Godlanders in these 14 areas have to be reestablished now. Each one of the humans
has the right to all 14 mechanisms but has even to stand up to take back them from the insane
corporate Satanists who during the past century did win the 1st and the 2nd World Wars and
established BIS.org and UNIDROIT.org through which since 90s this 3rd World War is being
managed.
Jurisdiction of World Indigenous Order of Godland.
Truth – birthright – kings. If You stand up and proceed with establishment of Godlander rights that
are established through authority of verified and validated indigenous kings – called konns. Konns
establish local indigenous rune money and local indigenous courts, with restored Indigenous
jurisdiction of Godland that is prior to all other active jurisdictions – as enforced without choice
roman, jewish, sharia, Chinese etc.
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Nuclear extinction threat
If humans become extinct due to the ongoing covert depopulation war, there will be no humans to
take care of the several milliard tons of nuclear waste and all living systems of the Earth are doomed
then as the half-life of uranium 238 is 4.5 milliard years. https://phys.org/news/2019-01-storagenuclear-global-crisis.html
That’s why black nobility is investing in AI robot armies of drones. Elon Musk has exposed that
singularity (robot overcapacity over human) was reached already 2016 and he was certain that
humans won´t be able to control AI. This is our chance – to try.
The Courts of Indigenous World Order of Godland.
The main 50 corporations have been named by Chris Busby in the proceedings of the Indigenous
World Order Courts of Godland and these are among the millions of by black nobility overtaken
corporations of the world that are now getting Indigenous Decentralised
https://youtu.be/8pRaB1w3TY0
as the Trillion WIR (World Indigenous Runes) was delivered to Björn von Sydow for Indigenous
Decentralisation and return to kin to corporate military industrial complex forces of NATO and
armies of China and Russia
See more on Indigenous World Order Courts of Godland Youtube channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ9vAvuHfadhixwjbx61Mgg
The Roman Curia and the Vatican are closed, Roman, Zionist, Jesuit, Chinese, Japanese,
Vietnamese, etc mafias are liberated to use jurisdiction of Godland and receive all rights of
Godlanders if they step down fr Agenda 21 hidden cinister contracts
The Roman Curia and the Vatican are closed, Roman, Zionist, Jesuit, Chinese, Japanese,
Vietnamese, etc mafias are liberated from their dark activities and goals if they step down fr Agenda
21 hidden cinister contracts that are activated through Resilient Cities and Sustainable Cities
projects.
All governments are by Indigenous Decentralisation process of Godland restored to serve their
Nations, achieved through establishment of real oxa rune money (WIR, World indigenous Runes)
that is created and registered by indigenous societies, as well as by re-establishment of indigenous
courts https://loveorder.wordpress.com/bsicourt/
All indigenous people are restored to govern their lands and to proclaim the kings/konns of their
nations in accordance with statutes of Indigenous World Order Court of Godland, Indigenous
World Order Bank of Godland and the Rights of Godlanders.
Any people and even mafias shall start using the rights of Godlanders to manage cooperation to
acquire basic resources for their basic family protection to be able to leave criminal war waging
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networks and armies and start new lives protected by indigenous rulers of Godland. First they
would have to find or be themselves the loving, wise and reliable indigenous humans who would
apply for status of rulers of Godland in their local areas and give a video filmed public oath to work
full heartedly to establish Rights of Godlanders, mentioned above, for their peoples.

Indigenous Oxa base –legitimate money base of human civilisation
Oxa is the kind of indigenous money created by indigenous human and accounted in indigenous
local society and converted at local community council, by the local elects representing local citizen
power, into any store and service currency. There is a wide range of oxa benefits insurance, as well
as basic monthly income and hourly professional oxa, as well as oxa for investment and
compensations etc.

Through IWOB of Godland everyone gets at last the long awaited
CoNceptual choice of path

Diarchs of Godland work in Indigenous World Order Court of Godland re-establishing
Divine order of Natural and Common Law to give everyone grounded CoNceptual choice
that was hidden after Napoleons French freemason wars that established Maritime Law
Era that has to end now.
Each administrator is brought to take personal responsibilities for their deeds and have to
make a grounded CoNceptual choice as everyone is given the alternative to quit work for
the occupying forces of Racist Rothchilds Roman Reich CoRporations and the sins may be
forgiven but not forgotten, everyone can receive monthly oxa salary from Indigenous
World Order Bank of Godland,
6. and professional oxa for highly Competent work that re-establishes the structures
of real states and to local People loyal governments that have their own real
money that is managed by real alive and visible rulers who don’t work for foreign
forces enforcing foreign war agendas, but are controlled by local people – the
Energisers, whose rights and needs of security, safety and future planned kin
fertility and family security is a professional’s goal and oath and is checked with
the Impact Index, or
7. and education oxa for re-programming education to work less and more lovingly
and peacefully and be re-established professionally in CoNporations managed by
Indigenous Chiefs of every local area, or
8. and rehab oxa for deep rehabilitation in case of severe biorobotisation cases of
total indoctrination into slavedriving, terrorizing and fooling people routines and
activities, that have been enforced on them for decades by facist CoRporations ,
9. or to receive pension oxa as a professionally functionally limited Energiser
receiving pension of Godland with gratitude for understanding of the severe
conditions and the total necessity for RRRR CoRporations to Stand Down as they
are endless war structures,
10. or to receive Indigenous Court penalties that includes the whole spectrum of
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Indigenous traditional penalties, including death penalty in severe cases of
beyond help un-reprogrammable murder obsessions that cannot be prevented
securely by incarceration or other human option of preservation of the Energiser
(notice that in this order each Energiser has CoNporation Indigenous World
Order Bank of Godland stock value of 140 Trillion WIR (World Indigenous
Runes) and CoNporation will do all in its powers to preserve each Energiser’s life.
More on www.BSRRW.org and www.LoveOrder.INFO

Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland replaces the feudal enslaving
structures empowering Energisers
The new CoNporation Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland is the core
CoNtrameasure that replaces the feudal beslaving structures with structures of
free and self-powerful people who are free to organize themselves as everybody
can now co-create monthly income combined of basic income and accountable
work getting economy going to heal local and global societies. The pyramidal
monetary system is carefully abandoned and replaced by sound and equal selfcreated and indigenous-managed oxa money. This is the restart of human society
where Diarchs of Godland put their trust in human nature that is not lazy and
self-destructive but manages to thrive through self-organisation – as only the
wise, loving, experienced and reliable are allowed to have impact on the society.
Her Highness Ditta of Godland has supported the creation and implementation of
oxa (money that is not debt)- the only God-given legitimate means of exchange of
goods and services on Earth that stops all war and suffering. The value of oxa is all
the value of Earths energy, goods and services that are shared equally for the
Energisers – humans - other beings under the management of the wise and loving
indigenous peoples chiefs who know and establish the rights of Godlanders.

Each of the worlds 7 billion people is hereby called Energiser and provides the
bond of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland with amount of One
hundred and forty Trillion of World Indigenous Runes of oxa, each
and every, or any Part or Proportion thereof, may be assignable or transferable, assigned
or transferred, to such Person or Persons only as shall freely and voluntarily accept of the
same, and not otherwise; and to inCoNporate all and every such Energisers and
Contributors, their … Successors, or Assigns, to be one umbrella Body CoNporate and
Politick, by the name of The Governor and CoNpany of the Indigenous World Order
Bank of Godland, and by the same Name of The Governor and CoNpany of the
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland to have perpetual Succession, and a Common
Seal, and that they and their Successors, by the Name aforesaid, shall be able and capable
in Rule to have, purchase, receive, possess, enjoy, and retain to them and their
Successors, Lands, Rents, Tenements and Hereditaments, of what Kind, Nature, or
Quality whatsoever; and also to sell, grant, demise, alienise, or dispose of the same; and
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by the same Name to sue and implead, and be sued and impleaded, answer and be
answered in Courts of Record, or any other Place whatsover, and to do and execute all
and singular other Matters and Things by the Name aforesaid, that to them shall or may
appertain to do; subject nevertheless to the Proviso and Condition of Redemption herein
after mentioned.

Rules for Redemption and Compensation
Their Highnesses appoint Rules for Redemption and Compensation and make the
Energisers the value base of the the CoNporation and its oxa, as well as regain respect as a
living subject with Rights, and in need of healing and security
1. And … that it shall and may be Ruled by their Highnesses, by Letters Patents under the
Great Seal of Indigenous World Order of Godland, to limit, direct, and appoint how and
in what Manner and Proportions and under what Rules and Directions,
2. the said Sum of One trillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each Indigenous
Nation´s million alive for compensation of genocide and democide , Part of the said by
the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland distributed Global Sum of One quadrillion
World Indigenous Runes of oxa,
3. and to support co-creation of the said yearly Sum of monthly oxa at at least Twelve
thousand World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each grown up Energiser, Nine thousand
World Indigenous Runes of oxa to Energiser pupil, and Six thousand World Indigenous
Runes of oxa to each pre-school Energiser.
4. To support oxa for the co-creation of large oxa investments necessary for big
environmental and economical reparations and council and government restorations of
independent Nations, that have been dismantled by private CoRporation syndicates of
Racist Rothchild Roman Reich.
4.5 To support oxa for the co-creation of oxa investments for establishment of
Godlanders’ rights in all 14 parameters of Baltic Sun Model.

Rescuing people from CoRporations of CNWS death cult
And to the Intent that their Highnesses’ Subjects may not be oppressed by the CNWS
Criminal Nuclear War System CoRporations that have no right to hold Energisers trapped
within Demonic Death Cage Matrix of Depopulation: In the case such CoRporations may
be refusing Indigenous Decentralisation, by their monopolizing or ingrossing of any Sort
of Goods, Wares, or Merchandizes, the said Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland
CoNporation to be made and created by this Act shall not at any Time, during the
CoNtinuance thereof, deal or trade, or permit oxa shares to any Person or Persons
whatsoever, either in Trust or for the Benefit of the same, to deal or trade with any of the
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland Stock Moneys, or Effects of, or any Ways
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belonging to the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation, in the buying
or selling of any Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland supported Goods, Wares, or
Merchandizes whatsoever; and every Person or Persons who shall so deal or trade, or by
whose Order or Directions such Dealings or Trading shall be made, prosecuted or
managed, shall forfeit for every such Dealing or Trading, and every such Order and
Directions, treble the Value of the Goods and Merchandize so traded for, to such Person
or Persons who shall sue for the same by Action
[in the Local or the High Indigenous Court ].
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland methods
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland shall distribute Oxa investments evenly to
societies of any race, ethnogenetical type or culture, though on the conditions of
restoring the traditional areas of Indigenous cultures and therefore using just preferences
in each area to decentralize occupying forces of the nuclear war economy era into
peaceful towns, eco-villages and farms of era of Godland.
The feudal New Wold Order melts without suffering by use of Oxa, that is created by
each indigenous Energiser as a monthly income for one self or ones dear, registering
monthly oxa, that looses its original value ¼ each month, is registered with local
Indigenous society and converted at local council’s parliament, that reports the oxa
exchange to Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland on quarterly bases.
Provided that nothing herein contained shall any Ways be construed to hinder the said
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation from dealing in Bills of
Exchange, or in buying or selling any Goods, Wares or Merchandize and Services
whatsoever, with exception of any trade that may resemble any kind of human trafficking
or cause any genocide.
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland supports the transactions with Baltic
sea Indigenous Runes (BIR) and World Indigenous Runes (WIR) that are base of
any currency
Any oxa co-issuing union has to be registered with Indigenous World Order Bank of
Godland . The original oxa units - Baltic Indigenous Runes (BIR )- have been emitted by
Ditta of Godland and first accounted in the books of Baltic Indigenous Bank of Godland
by konna of Indigenous Peoples of Baltic Sea and the world, as it has been practiced in
Europe ( UK, Swiss, Austria etc) for thousands of years using Tally Sticks. For global
community investments a quadrillion BIR has been emitted, but You have to create Your
local oxa union for basic rationing with Your own WIR first.
1 BIR/WIR = 1 Euro. BIR = Baltic sea Indigenous Runes. WIR = World Indigenous
Runes.
The commodity of BIR/WIR is the fertile seed and the vital energy of indigenous
peoples and their highly valuable spiritual power, the rights of Indigenous Peoples to rule
their lands re-establishing the Era of Fertility and Love, that for thousands of Years
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healed all areas of Mother Earth.
All indigenous peoples receive compensations to them personally and their families, kins,
tribes and communities for 999 years of genocide and democide.
Oxa for right to Indigenous Decentralisation of deadly CoRporations
Anonymous debt money grid, issued by few organized feudal CoRporate war mafias
with hidden owners of Federal Reserve Bank in US and all central banks of Bank of
International Settlements in Switzerland, has to be carefully sourced out through a
loving and friendly process of CoNporatisation of these CoRporate conglomerates into
to indigenous people reliable units.
All the 9 countries of Baltic sea region, and 134 more countries, 13-9-(1)2007 ratified the
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples where Article 20. p. 1. states B
Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic and
social systems or institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of
subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other
economic activities.
Diarchs of Godland, BSIC etc have criminalised mega fraud of enslavement
through 3 crowns and UPIK.de and DNB.com corpses
Diarchs of Godland have criminalised and nullified all lawful grounds for the
genocidal spider net of CoRporate religious, banking, military, pretence governmental
and other fraudful units registered in private mega fraud of enslavement through
UPIK.de and DNB.com.
Generally BIR/WIR oxa is basic to get out of the digital and automated systems
that have got out of the control of indigenous management as they have been stolen
from the states by private stock exchange syndicates and are managed now by militarybankster mafias to leave the people resource less and massacred.
Any digital money has to be attached to local Oxa to be legitimate and safe.
Oxa Godland-income to escape the genocidal grid
Anybody, even people involved in the genocidal systems – either as a victim or a
perpetrator, can claim protection of Godland and receive Godland-income to escape
the genocidal grid of the CoRporate labor market. You have to make a CoNmitment in a
form of loyalty CoNtract to Indigenous people of the region where You live and demand
Your government to get Your tax payments to be sent to indigenous Godland of
Your state.

And we, Ditta and Leif of Godland do hereby for Us, our Heirs and Successors, and All
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the seven billion Energisers of the World do declare, limit, direct and appoint, that the
aforesaid Sum of
One quadrillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa
so subscribed as aforesaid, shall be, and be called, accepted, esteemed, reputed and taken.
The seven billion human Energiser energized pool of One quadrillion
(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (1024) WIR (World Indigenous Runes) oxa of the
CoNporation Indigenous World Order of Godland was CoNstituted.
In Witness whereof, we have caused these our Letters to be made Godland-Patents –
registered as a shared-gift for common good. Witness our selves at Jordbro, the eleventh
day of June, in the first Year of our Reign - 12017.
Allt the Love of the Gods is with Us as Our Love is with the Gods.

The Order to PTS to Verify and Validate all governmental and
banking partner and mother organisations and signers of
agreements immediately
To save the next generations from the fraudulent activities of the global military industrial
complex, that is waging mass murder activities on the whole humanity and all life on Earth,
You shall immediately send all the constituting documents of all with You contracting
banking and governmental corporation companies and the peoples names who are
influential stake holders involved in their ownership and highest management as well as
the validating documentation of all the signatures of all documents to the Indigenous
World Order Court of Godland by email bsi.court@gmail.com or to the local office at address:
World Indigenous Human Love Order Court of Godland
c/o Rietuma, Södra Jordbrovägen 25, 13765 Jordbro.

info@loveorder.info
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We embrace You with the Gifts of our Gods of Love, Peace and Welfare, and await cooperation in
enforcing our orders that heal and protect all life on Earth,

Ditta Rietuma

Leif Erlingsson

Worlds Konna of Godland
Worlds Konn of Godland
World Indigenous Human Love Order Courts and Banks of Godland
Highest judge BSIC/IWOCG
www.LoveOrder.INFO

Highest judge BSIC/IWOCG
www.LoveOrder.INFO

President of Latvian Republic
www.LatvijasRepublika.INFO

Monarch of Monarchy State Sweden
www.MSS.lege.net

T
E
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+46-703-999 069
bsi.court@gmail.com

+038-120 350
bsi.court@lege.net

Jordbro, Sweden, 28th of November (1)2021.
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